


Her Majesty smiles at Brigg school children before speaking to our two sixth
formers - Helen Farrell and Lesley Adam. Yorkshire Post photograph.
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Introduction
"Sir! Have you seen that man who was looking for you?"

"No, Craig."

"He had them with him sir."

"Had what, Craig?"

"We sent him over to Baysgarth because he wanted you."

"What did the man want me for and what did he have?"

"Briggensians sir. Hundreds of 'em."

"Thankyou, Craig."

I have by this stage reached the teacher's desk, having been accosted by Craig
Dixon at the entrance to the form room. The 1977 Briggensians have arrived a
day later than I expected. Instead of a twenty-four hour preparation of them
into form and tutor groups for distribution to pupils, I now find I have to do
everything in one tenth of the originally intended time.

My fourth year English lesson is delayed for five minutes as I dash over to
Baysgarth House to check the delivery and hastily glance through the publication.
Everything looks fine. Back to Room 10, and the depth of Chauntecleer's learn-
ing as revealed in 'The Nun's Priest's Tale' is delivered to my group. The next
lesson is with the fifth year; the last lesson of the morning. I really must prepare
the Briggensians for distribution at afternoon registration. The lads will have to
be left to their own devices. They have always been a good bunch and can be
trusted to do the work set. It is from 'The Man who lived in Inner Space', the
section dealing with the slaughtering of the baby seals. Just up their street!

I feel my first duty is to see the Head receives a copy and then School House.
Mr. Williams' first reaction, on seeing the cover, is almost to drop the pipe from
his mouth. I make a hasty retreat to School House. Mags are put on top of the
wardrobes in the lads' dorms. At the same time I have to check that no pages
are stuck together or missing. Mrs. Brumby holds me up for five minutes, so by
the time the dinner bell rings only sixty magazines have been distributed. Dinner
is 'wolfed' down and it is straight back to sorting the grammar school site maga-
zines into tutor groups. By 1.30 this is almost complete. I enter the staff room.
My colleagues are more excited than I. Mr. Harding is on the 'phone from the
high school. Mrs. Law asks if I have sorted out Horsburgh's double payment of
a magazine. Mr. May wants to talk with me about a second year boy's behaviour
which is worrying him. Mrs. Russell has very quickly found she is one magazine
short in her group. A third year pupil wants to see me outside the staffroom . . .
1.40. I am now in Room 16 and feel exhausted. It is Dr. Who and the Daleks
with my second years in our 'Tomorrow's World' project. I have remembered to
bring my Corgi toy Batboat and Lady Penelope's F AB 1 with me - good lead-in
material to this lesson on science fiction television programmes. After a few
reminiscences of the days of 'Fireball XL5' and 'Supercar' I feel much better.

Fourth year Games follows and I have my Basketball duties to administer. A
good supply of Briggensians must, however, be sent over to the old High school
by the end of the afternoon. No pupils are around to help me. Never mind. I
approach Mr. Burton. I know that he, being a good friend, will allow me off
Games to fulfil my magazine duties. I am proved correct, thank him and it is off
to the high school. Mrs. Law is already in the staff room and has given a very
favourable reaction of the magazine to the staff. Before leaving the building I
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make sure that Miss Moore receives a copy. I enter her room. A-fter a quick look
over it the D.S.F.S. comments, "Very professional Mr. Levitt and, dare I say it,
rather slick." Good, she likes it. "Thankyou, Miss Moore." Minutes later I am
back in the staff room of the old grammar school. Mr. Harrison wants me to
ring him; he had missed me when I was over on the other side. He has heard of
my grumbles concerning the poor response the girls have shown to the magazine

- one girl had ordered a copy to every five boys. The bell tolls and it is the end
of school.

I now have a first year meeting to attend. At five o'clock this will be followed
by a driving lesson. What a day! Thank goodness they are not all like that. Thank
goodness 'The Briggensian' appears only once a year.

M. Levitt

The Headmaster
These notes are traditionally jottings on matters which might not find a place
elsewhere. I am tempted to record, at some length, the trials which have beset
us. But no Briggensian Editor has blue-pencilled me yet and I will not run the
risk now.

Nevertheless I cannot let that black first week of September 1977 go unrecorded,
for it was then that even the stoutest hearts quailed. The new Library is indeed

July is only four months away!
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some recompense but most of the material things we need to perform our new
task effectively (other than the "usual offices") are yet on the architect's draw-
ing board and further tribulations will precede fruition.

Priority of gratitude goes then to Mr. Robinson and Mr. Smith and their staffs
for they had the worst of it and they strove to make it possible for the rest of us
to do our work. And then to all the teaching staff who despite difficulties,
deterrents and disappointments kept at their job - in many cases both their last
and their new one. We are sorry to record that Mrs. Spink's service has now
ended after 19 years with us but wish her well in retirement. We also properly
appreciate the years during which the Reverend Mr. Cochrane was associated
with us and we wish Mr. Urry well in his retirement after the longest and most
varied association with the school of anyone. We welcome Mr. Allcock back
after his year at Southampton University.

I hope two events will be fully chronicled elsewhere. Sports Day was the first
Sir John Nelthorpe public occasion and an encouraging portent for the future.
We can expect less of a precedent from the Queen's Visit but we had much pride
and pleasure in joining our neighbouring schools in entertaining her.

Everyone asks if we are succeeding. How can we yet tell? At least we will not
fail through lack of goodwill, hard work or commitment. Sometimes at Christmas
I receive letters from old friends of the school. Two have given me great pleasure
this year. Mr. H. R. Dobson, a boy here in the early years of the century, sends
news not only of himself but of his older brother, Mr. F. P. Dobson, now at a~e 95
presumably our "Oldest Boy" and if so our "Oldest Person". Mr. W. E.
Thumwood retired from teaching here in 1960 but is still actively engaged in
scholarly and cultural pursuits. Both letters express a deep affection for the
School and a continued concern for its future. If we have - despite some tem-
porary untidiness - laid our foundations well, then there may at this moment
be amongst us those who will be writing similar letters in the mid twenty-first
century. By which time, assuredly, we shall be yet another kind of educational
establishment!

Arrivals and Departures
Since last Easter six members of the staff have left the school. Our ranks, how-
ever, were not long depleted. Six new teachers had been appointed by the middle
of September. They were Miss Rayson, Miss Bennett, Mrs. Braithwaite,
Mr. Kent, Mr. Grafton and Mr. Gibbons.

Mr. Gibbons is an Old Briggensian. He comes to us by way of a Welsh college and
British Steel! His main subject is the teaching of P.E. although he will teach some
Geography in the Lower School. He replaces the departure of Mr. Burton and
Miss Aldcroft. Mr. Burton is now Head of the Games Department at the Saint
Thomas More Upper School at Brickhill, an area in Bedford. After only one year
in the teaching profession Miss Aldcroft is now being sponsored by the Civil
Service. She intends to obtain an M.Sc. in Statistics at the University of Kent.

Unlike Mr. Gibbons, who was Scunthorpe born and bred, Mr. Grafton is a
southerner. He comes from Harpenden in Hertfordshire. His Drama training was
at Furzedown College of Education, Streatham, London.

It is difficult to be exact about Mr. Kent's home. His family have recently settled
in Scawby and he was born in Scunthorpe. This teacher of Woodwork and
Technical Drawing did his higher education at Sheffield City College. Mr. Kent
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was a new appointment whereas Mr. Grafton replaces Mrs. Urry. Both she and
her husband, who retired as a teacher of Maths at the end of the Summer term,
have taken up residence in Stamford. Mr. Urry's part time post has not been
fill ed.

Miss Bennett replaces the departure of Miss Crew, whom we last heard was work-
ing in Kingston-upon-Thames. Miss Bennett is a History teacher from Baysgarth
School at Barton. Her second subject in this school is English.

Miss Rayson joined the staff last summer and assists Mrs. Meiris in her remedial
work. She attended Hull College of Education and comes from Grimsby where
she has spent most of her life.

Mr. Allcock returns to the Science department after a year away from us at the
University of Southampton. Mr. Cheyne, his temporary replacement, is now at
a school in Marlborough.

By the beginning of next term the Home Economics department will have seen
major changes. Mrs. Spink has already retired and is enjoying life in Winterton.
Her position has been taken by Mrs. Braithwaite, who comes to us from Riddings
School. She lives at Bottesford. This Easter, after sixteen years in the school,
Mrs. Chapman retires.

We welcome Mr. Cowper and Mrs. Pierce, our laboratory technicians. Otto,
Brigitte and Christine are proving amiable language assistants.

Mrs. Hamilton gave birth to a girl - Jane Elizabeth Hope - on August 23. Her
temporary replacement on the staff has been taken by Mr. Pratt.

The Year That's Been
Events and happenings during the past school year recalled and highlighted for
you in diary form.

March 26. Many pupils gave up a Saturday evening in order to assist in the
organising of a sponsored Help the Aged swim at the Glanford Leisure Centre.

April 1. A London Planetarium trip for both fifth year boys and girls a great
success.

April 4. The School took on the Old Boys in a friendly Soccer match and won
three goals to one.

April 5. A Staff versus School Soccer match. Mr. Burton scored the only goal.

May 16 to 21. Christian Aid Week. Best form effort from 2L. School raises over
£190. Brigg Festival Week. The school does well in many of the competitions
particularly the musical ones.

May 18. 1H outing to Cherry Valley during the morning.

May 19. Cranwell Athletics Competition. We came second out of eighteen
competing schools. Bad organisation by De Aston. Success for Coultan in Discus,
Marlow in Javelin, Horton and Wright in Pole Vault.

May 21 to 28. Outward Bound Week in Eskdale. Read the report on page 36.

May 28. Sports Day. A full report can be found on page 19.

May 30. G.C.E. exams begin.

June 18. County Championships at Ouibell Park. Wright wins Pole Vault and
Coultan, Discus. Coultan selected for All England.
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June 21. A select trip of eight pupils to Wimbledon's Centre Court to see the
Centenary Championships.

June 22. The Lower Sixth visit Nottingham University.

June 27. School Exams week.

July 4 to 6. Fifth year course at Horncastle. An account may be found on
page 37.

July 11. Many of our younger pupils and some members of the staff take part in
a sponsored walk for Christian Aid along Brigg-By-Pass

July 12. The Queen visits Brigg for twenty minutes on her Jubilee Tour. See the
photograph on page one.

July 14. District Athletic Championships at Quibell Park.

July 15 to 26. French schoolchildren from Clamart visit Brigg. Their visit is
recorded on page 13.

July 18 to 22. Lower Sixth Field Course to Bishop Burton.

July 19. Staff versus School Cricket Match. School win by two wickets. Bad
bowling from Macfarlane puts five stitches below Mr. Rivron's right eye.

August 5, 6 and 8. Rooms 15 and 16 moved to behind the Pavilion.

August 31. New school year begins.

September 1. First and Second Years sent home because toilets have not been
completed. Rooms 15 and 16 no where near ready. Alternative allocations are
found, e.g. English in Physics Laboratory, French in the Art Room.

September 5. Lower School returns.

September 22. Brigg Sixth Form Prize Evening. Chief Guest, Mr. Bower,
Director of Education for Humberside. See photograph and Miss Moore's Sixth
Form Report on pages 7-8.

September 26. Work begins on the new boys' and girls' gym changing rooms on
the Upper School site.

October 13. We are fourth out of twelve schools at the Cranwell Swimming
Competition. Our weakness was in butterfly and relay.

October 18. Second year trip to Thornton Abbey. See page 38.

October 28. The Headmaster and a handful of pupils go on the Lincolnshire and
South Humberside Cruise.

October 31. Pupils move into rooms 15 and 16 even though there is no heating.

November 9. All England Schools' Football Championship. We lose 6-0 to
John Leggott Sixth Form College.

November 10. Girls' trip to London primarily to see Russian gymnasts.

November 15. Boys' awards assembly.

November 16. Sixth Form visit to Hull College of Higher Education.

November 17. Girls' Awards Assembly. Mr. May's wife gives birth to a baby
girl.

November 24. Heat comes to Rooms 15 and 16. Paul Wells is the winner of
the Lateral Thinking competition. Eleven of the twenty received entries were
correct.
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November 27. Advent Service at St. John's Parish Church included music played
by members of the school.

November 29. Inter House Quiz begins.

December 7. Sixth form and Staff Buffet Dance in Lower School Hall.

December 8. House Quiz ends. Winners Pelham. A photograph feature on page
12.

December 9. Second and Third Year Christmas Disco Party. The Second Sight
Film Project Organisation allow twenty-five sixth formers to spend the day mak-
ing a film of their own choice.

December 13. Skiing trip to Italy with Mrs. Jefferson, Mr. Rivron and
Mr. Gibbons.

January 9. Contractors prevent Gym from being- used for a week because of
alterations.

January 30. G.C.E. Mock exams begin.

February 21. Mastermind of the Fifth Year Competition begins, David Bowie,
Horror Movies and Home Wine Making, some of the subjects.

Miss Moore's Sixth Form Report
"You better listen to what your Old Man is saying; maybe he's right, you may
learn something".

Carl Burke - God is for Real, Man

First Years may say this of prefects, Sixth Formers of Staff; the thought reminds
me of Assembly. There is a lot to be said for being patient and listening to the
other chap, he may know something and certainly has a point of view. Being in
the Sixth Form means one has to get along with others and still be able to develop
one's own character and potential. There is no doubt that we would all benefit
from an improved Sixth Form Centre with comfortable facilities for all and this
is certainly coming; the plans are approved and a start should be made around
Easter 1978. In the meantime the present students have done their best to
manage and make the most of what they have. Many have worked very hard to
improve the Common Room - Fraser Whytock and Vincent Coultan walked
their marathon on the Pennine Way, our "nine day wonder". It is clear though,
that no matter how much time and money is spent on our present Common Room,
it will never be adequate.

The main concern, however, remains in the academic area of the Sixth Form.
Every member has a job to do and a reason for being there, and in the end this is
where the heartaches come, the rejoicings, and the satisfaction. The present
Upper Vlth seem poised to do themselves justice, there is good potential, perhaps
they did listen to the 'Old Man' in time and will be our best yet. The Lower Vlth
have made a good start and despite all the travelling across the field and between
schools, they seem to be coping well. Our administration tries to make things as
easy as possible, and better things are in sight for 1979. The present Sixth
Formers are so important in setting the standards for the future.

The Vale of Ancholme students are keeping their flag flying well, they manage to
turn up on time in spite of the distance they have to walk, I hope they feel they
are a real part of this new and growing Joint Sixth Form. They are the founder
members for the Vale of Ancholme and in the future people will look back and
note their contribution.
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Chris Bradley has his place at Oxford and Thirty others are lined up for University
in October; there are about thirty applicants for Polytechnics and other courses;
we have a new Library with work areas, plenty of good will; we are being studied
by our own Authority as well as others outside Humberside - it is up to us.
"It's good to know how far you can go and where the lines are, and to have
somebody tell you what the score is if they don't get mad about it. A nd you're
a retard zf you don't listen".

Carl Burke - God is for Real, Man

Some of the winners at the Sixth Form Prize Evening held at the Vale of
Ancholme School. Photograph: courtesy of Hull Daily Mail.



Mr Smith's Easter Message
It was 1944. An English officer, called Major Seagrim, with a handful of men
under his command, were hiding in the hills in Japanese occupied Burma. Seagrim
and his men were exhausted. It seemed that the time had come to surrender.

In a sense, there was no need for them to do so. The hills of Burma are densely
wooded and provided ideal cover. Although the Japanese had been hunting
Seagrim and his men for months they had met with no success. Theoretically,
Seagrim could hold out indefinitely. The snag was, he was dependent on local
Burmese Christians for food and medical supplies. A number of these loyal
Burmese had been captured and tortured to death by the Japanese and Seagrim
felt responsible for their dreadful sufferings.

At length the Japanese made an offer. If the English soldiers gave themselves up,
no further harm would come to their Burmese friends; but if they refused, all
known Burmese Christians would be executed.

Major Seagrim was a Christian and he suffered agonies of conscience. He couldn't
make up his mind what to do, so he went to seek the advice of a Burmese Christian
Minister. They talked all through the night trying to think their way through
the problem. If Seagrim and his men surrendered it meant certain death for
them, if they refused, it meant certain death for their Burmese friends.

At last Major Seagrim decided that he and his men were the ones to put their
heads on the chopping block. As the sun rose, he and the Burmese minister
celebrated the sacrament of Holy Communion. The words of Jesus, "This is my
body which is broken for you. Do this, in remembrance of me", had never held
so much meaning for either of them.

Seagrim and his men surrendered. They were sent to a concentration camp.
None of them was ever seen again. The only record we have of their sufferings
is a brief written comment on Major Seagrim's bearing and conduct. "Throughout
his imprisonment he made every effort to comfort his men, and sustained them
by his Chri~tian example".

Two years later - when the war was over - some of the Burmese Christians who
had given Major Seagrim and his men shelter came to London to receive his
posthumous award of the George Cross. Part of the citation read, "There can
hardly be a finer example of self sacrifice and bravery than shown by this officer
who, in cold blood, deliberately gave himself up to save others, knowing well
what his fate was likely to be at the hands of the enemy".

Some of these Burmese friends of Major Seagrim had watched him and his men
set out on their last journey. This is how they described what they saw. "They
went not like a funeral party, but as a bride to her wedding".

Major Seagrim was able to face the prospect of suffering and death with calm and
dignity because he was a Christian. He believed in the truth of Christ's resurrec-
tion, and so was convinced that death is not the end of life; that his impending
martyrdom was not the end of the story but would merely mark the end of one
chapter and the beginning of another.

Here, in this story, we have the meaning of Easter; that the power of death has
been broken once and for all; therefore fear of death and dying should be a thing
of the past. To grasp this fact is to have your life transformed in the here now.
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Desert Island Teachers
We asked a selection of boys and girls throughout the school what member of
the staff they would take with them on a desert island, and why? Printed below
are a few of the answers. In fairness to the ten staff mentioned, it ought to be
made quite clear that these accounts should not be taken seriously.

Michael Melnyk and Mr. Lyons. 'I would take Mr. Lyons with me as he could
hide in his beard, pretend he was a bush, and then catch rabbits when they come
past. I would not need to worry about the problem of keeping warm as I would
make warm woolly clothes from the stuff which grows on his chin. I could also
use his forehead to reflect the sun's rays in the direction of any passing ship so
that we might be saved.'

Doriano Carotti and Mr. Hastings. 'Through his knowledge of Biology, Physics
and Chemistry he would most likely know what was good to eat or drink. He is
probably tall enough to stretch out and pick coconuts off the palm trees. Due
to his unfortunate nickname of 'Pegleg', we could amuse ourselves by playing
out various roles of the book "Treasure Island". Through his knowledge of
proteins, he might be able to convince the cannibals that human flesh does not
contain enough proteins, carbohydrates and amino acids, so it is not filling
enough to be worth eating. At night he could bore me to sleep with his incessant
talk on tactical football.'

Peter Riley with Mr. Atkin. 'This French teacher would come in very useful for
making smoke signals to attract ships going past. We could have smoked kippers.
He would breathe on them and in an instant we would have a tasty snack.
Unfortunately, I do not think I could stand it for long. He would soon obtain
leaves of some sort, light them using his spectacle lenses, and then puff away like
a train. Maybe I could use him as a steamboat and sail away.'

Loraine Ellis chose Mr. Willoughby because 'he would be an invaluable aid for
removing coconuts from a palm tree. All he would have to do would be to hit a
top note and this would send the coconuts tumbling down. I would also use him
as a musical fog horn to attract passing ships to the shore.'

Andrew Stothard says that 'I would like to take Mr. Page with me to prove to him
that the calculations he made for the ship's direction were wrong and that he was
not as good at Maths as he thought he was. His facial expressions fascinate me
so it will be interesting to watch his expressions as he tries to work out the cir-
cumference of a tree to see if it is small enough for him to shin up.'

Jeremy Bartle and Mr. May. 'This teacher is constantly telling us to save school
equipment. So on the island he should be good at conserving our food and water
supplies for as long as possible. I would never be bored. I would spend most of
the time attemping to mimic his odd accent which has so far foiled every mimic
in the school.'

Adam Spencer would not stay long on his island with Mr. Levitt because 'he would
quickly fly me from the island on his Concorde nose. Otherwise there is always
his little green Mini which would be excellent camouflage as we explore inland.
If I had to stay I would be spending all my time writing number one songs so he
would be useful in correcting my mistakes. "Vary your vocabulary", "Where you
can use one word instead of four, do so," are some of his catchphrases.'

Stephen Wilson would take Mr. Ryecroft. 'His beard would blend superbly with
bushes and undergrowth. When a stray carrot comes trotting past he could beat
the life out of it with a metre ruler. Mr. Ryecroft is a vegetarian. He is also thin
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enough to hide behind palm trees when stabbing wild turnips through vegetable
patches. It would be easy to trick him into doing all the work. For example, if
you wanted a well digging you would simply tell him that sixty feet down he could
obtain a rare geological sample which would make him world famous among
Geography teachers. He would go on digging and digging and digging. . . .

.'
Diane Howard would try to take Mrs. Key. 'It would be rather difficult getting
her there because she would be prancing all over the place. I would tell her to take
her hockey stick and tennis racket. If any wild pigs came along she could give
them a good hit with her hockey stick. She is good at hitting anything and every-
thing. If we had mosquitoes at nigh t she could squash them with her tennis
racket!'

The most popular (?) teacher that pupils wished to take with them onto the desert
island was Mr. Stinson. The following is a combination of reasons from Richard
Price, Magnus Mikkonen and Mark Medley to explain why they chose this teacher.
'His knowledge of Pythagoras for building launching ramps for his home made,
palm wood Beaufighter, would be invaluable. Alternatively we could erect a
balloon and have a never ending supply of mathematical hot air. His ability to
shoot wild animals (including cows with jack boots on) would be a great advan-
tage. Before very long he would have removed the gut of a wild goat and
reassembled it to form an electronic calculator. If a house was built on the island,
a rope could be attached to Mr. Stinson with the other end dangling outside the
front door so whenever this rope was pulled you would hear Bing Bong - just
like a doorbell!'

I

Mr Jackson's Lower School Report
A year ago the school appeared much as it had been the previous year, with the
boys and girls in their separate school buildings, taught separately. We were
conscious t:lat this would not last, however, and were making great efforts to
maintain contacts between the boys and girls of the first year. This was possible
because most of them were from three primary schools, and many travelled home
on the same bus and lived in the same village. We encouraged the links by holding
regular first year assemblies, a first year party, and organising a first year visit
to the Humberside Show at Kirmington airfield. In addition, we used some
school time for a joint activities session every fortnight, which allowed us to
offer activities which might be pursued by both boys and girls, and enabled the
children to meet other teachers and to work on the other site. Our main hope
was that this would eliminate any problems when we united the groups.

In September we transferred those girls (now in their second year) to the Boy's
school, organising them into mixed classes. The girls have accepted the situation
calmly, settling down to their work and behaving sensibly. This should stand
them in good stead next year, since they will continue to be based on the same
site.

This transfer of the second year girls has allowed us to accept all the first year
intake, boys and girls, on the Wrawby Road site. These should now remain there
for two years, taught in mixed classes, being joined next year by the new first
year intake. At that stage the Lower School will visibly be a unit. This physical
isolation, however, is not real. The lower school pupils united with others in
performing in a school carol concert, and pupils are constantly crossing the field
for lessons in the other building. This we expect to continue in the future.
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School Brains and proud of the fact! Andrew Horner holds the trophy Pelham won.
Philip Bates seems to be suggesting that Pelham laughed their way to victory.

Steven Wade (left) and Peter Riley (right) know only too well that the
competition was tougher than they originally thought.

Brains of Brigg
1977 saw the initiation of a new competition between houses at school; a compe
tition of a more academic nature than most. The new event was the inter-house
quiz. Mrs. Jefferson organised the quiz, finding scorers, sorting out teams, and
preparing questions, whilst Mr. Moore acted admirably as question-master.

In the first match, held at lunchtime in the High School Library one grey
December day, the Taylor team (in which Philip Gillard or Karen Masserella
represented the sixth form; Susan Clarke stood for the fifth form; Christopher
Lofas for the fourth form; and Sarah Murphy for the third form) beat Lardelli
(Ian Sergeant, sixth; Bryn Mitchell, fifth; Paul Jenkinson, fourth; and alternately
James Johnson and Michael Jenkinson, third). Lardelli led for the first six
rounds, the teams were equal after seven and Taylor finally gained a lead of two
points in the last round.

Two days later the Pelham team were victors over Eccles (Hamish Ramsay,
sixth; Doriano Carotti or Andrew Sharp, fifth; Elaine Pike, fourth; and Jackie
Smith, third). In subsequent matches Eccles beat Taylor and Lardelli, who also
lost to Pelham, giving Eccles and Pelham two victories, Taylor one, and Lardelli,
unfortunately, none.

Thus, in the last match, Pelham needed to win or draw to become outright
winners. A loss would mean a tie between Eccles, Taylor, and Pelham. The match
was close all the time and for many rounds the teams were level. However, in the
last few questions Pelham gained enough points to succeed over Taylor by a
l'J.arrow margin.

The final order was Pelham, Eccles, Taylor, Lardelli. It has generally been felt,
since the competition, that it was a great success and those who were concerned
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with the organisation or helped with scoring should be congratulated. I, for one,
am confident that the quiz will become a regular feature in the years to come.

Philip Bates

Clamart 1977
Last February saw the School's Exchange trip with the Lycee de Clam art.
Twenty ardent French students, along with Mr. Atkin and Mr. Walker, made the
gruelling day's journey to Clam art, a suburb of Paris. At the lycee we were met
by the headmaster, M. Poulicain, and given a brief history of Clamart. We then
split up to our respective French families with whom we would be living for the
next ten days. The object of the exchange was not only to provide the cheapest
means of staying in France and seeing the famous landmarks, but also to improve
our f'rench.

Although the first few days were rather hard going, 1 feel sure that most of the
participants were speaking and understanding French much better by the end of
the Exchange.

Excursions were organised to some of the famous and beau tiful chateaux of the
surrounding area such as Fountainebleau, and to the Foret de Compiegne where
the 1918 Armistice was signed.

The ten days passed quickly but that was not the end of the exchange. The
following July the French half of the exchange came to Brigg, staying with their
English partners' families. Although Brigg is hardly a comparison with Paris,
there were excursions to Thoresby Hall, Sherwood Forest and York. There was
also a disco organised by the pupils of Foxhills School in Scunthorpe who were
also taking part in an exchange. After an enjoyable two weeks the French pupils
returned to Clamart with, hopefully, an equally increased command of the
English as we had of French.

Many thanks must go to Mr. Atkin and Mr. Walker for their enthusiastic support,
withou t which the trip would not have been the success it was.

Andrew Horner

Mr Wilson's Musical Year
The popularity of the many musical activities in the school has grown rapidly.
Statistics alone show this enthusiasm. Some 75 pupils are learning to play instru-
ments, there are brass, woodwind and string groups, each numbering 12 or more
players who rehearse weekly. These groups combine fortnightly to form an
orchestra of nearly 40 players with the addition of new members as the learners
reach a reasonable standard. These groups performed very creditably at the 1977
Brigg Musical Festival competing with long established ensembles.

Junior and Senior Choirs meet once a week, as does the Senior Girl's Choir, also
a small madrigal group meets to rehearse work for special occasions. There are
60 Junior choir members and 40 Senior choristers. All the above groups, as well
as recorder, percussion and guitar groups, have performed publicly. March 24th
1977 was the date of the first Sir John Nelthorpe Music Department Concert.
The enthusiastic and packed audience, together with the large number of per-
formers, caused problems of organisation which were solved at the recent carol
evenings by limiting seating drastically and giving two performances.
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Drama and Music have combined from the start in the new school. The link with
other activities in the arts has been assiduously strengthened both within the
curriculum, with the introduction of the third year creative arts course, and in
out of school activities. A puppet play will be given at a Parent/Teacher evening
with music composed and performed by pupils.

The major event of 1978 will undoubtedly be the production of 'The Gondoliers'
in May. Already five months of rehearsals have taken place, and the cast of
nearly 60 are appreciating the pleasures and pains of the venture. I t is because of
the hard work and enthusiasm of all those taking part, pupils, staff and visiting
teachers alike, that the school is able to offer such a variety of activities. In par-
ticular we would like to thank those pupils whose own musical skills are com-
paratively advanced who nevertheless show patience and give practical assistance
to beginners. It is this awareness of tradition and sympathetic appreciation of
difficulties of early studies which will ensure a continuation of musical standards.

The Venture Unit

The Brigg Venture Scout Unit, which unfortunately broke up a few years ago,
was re-opened in January 1976. Our first year's work was spent in fund-raising
activities such as a sponsored walk and a jumble sale, to buy camping equipment
for the unit.

During the summer holidays this equipment was tested when six Ventures organ-
ised and participated in a 50 mile expedition, hiking and camping in North Wales.
The expedition was a great success, despite a few stomach upsets towards the end.

The new school year saw the arrival of a new Venture leader, when Mr. A. Dowie
took over. His enthusiastic leadership was short-lived, however, when his work
forced him to leave the district temporarily in November. Mr. Adams has taken
over in his place.

In an effort to attract more members the unit is now mixed, although at present
we have only one persevering female.

Although two more ex-scouts have joined the unit our numbers are still low.
Anyone interested in joining (16 or over) would be welcome.

A. Horner, S. Hubbard

The Chess Club
The chess team, with a much changed and younger side, began the year full of .
optimism, but with the cancellation of the early matches this optimism soon
wore away. The Sunday Times competition was our first match, which meant
we had to playa young and untried team. Unfortunately we were just edged out
by Wintringham School, despite the expert arranging by Mrs. Law.

Our one and only friendly match to date was when many of the school's better
players were unable to play so we lost! In the fu ture we expect to again build a
strong team, with the younger members of the school (1 st form, this is aimed at
you).

Last but not least, thanks to Mrs. Jefferson on the Grammar School site, the club
is open in room 9 at lunch times (except Thursday) and only for 5p you can join
and support us in times to come. Let's hope we have better results this year.

N. Allison, Captain and P. Shreeve, Vice
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Walkabout
Paul Haworth in Goulceby with Mrs Williams

Paul Haworth sharing a joke with Mrs. Williams who seems to be wondering whether
the Methodist preacher Weslev. who Paul is holding in his hands.

would have approved.

Goulceby lies in the heart of rural Lincolnshire, seven and a half miles from
Horncastle and about eight from Louth. Our journey there, from Brigg, was a
surprisingly uneventful one - the main cause for concern (apart from whether
we were going to arrive) being the undetectable source of an obscene vibration
from the interior of Matron's car.

The first thing that struck me about Goulceby was a hideous pink house which
loomed out from the hazy, overcast skyline. Next door to this is the Williams'
house. It is a renovated cottage lying on a steep slope on the site of what used
to be an old mill. We were greeted at the door by a very cheerful Mrs. Williams
who whisked us inside from the harsh wind before it could blow Mr. Levitt
away. A handsome brace of dead pheasants, slung across the kitchen table,
prompted us to a realisation that this really was rural Lincolnshire.

I was eager to see the Baker's oven, which I knew remained. Mrs. Williams
obliged by pulling back the small, freshly painted, steel door on one oCthe
kitchen walls, and I was able to peer through at the long, low, rectangular shaped
oven within. This stretched back many feet. Though of little use now, I'm
sure it would make spacious storage room for the Headmaster's homebrew.

The interior of the cottage itself was surprisingly, but pleasantly, modern. I
particularly admired a beautifully grained modern staircase linking the dining
room to the upstairs.
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After an inspection of the upstairs, Mrs. Williams and myself bravely ventured
down into the village. This left Mr. Levitt and Matron up to their own devices
back in the living room. Actually, they were drinking coffee whilst minding
Little Liz (not related to a certain female member of staff) who Mrs. Williams
was looking after for the afternoon while her mum was out.

Due to the somewhat invigorating climate outside (which, I reluctantly might add,
Mrs. Williams seemed more immune to than myself) we made our tour of
Goulceby a somewhat brisk one.

At one stage there used to be four churches in it - two Methodist, one C. of E.
and one Baptist Church (now, incidently, no more than a rubble of stones in a
field).

One of the Methodist Churches opens twice a year and the other one acts as a
storage barn for grain - leaving only the Anglican Church. There is a shop, the
"Three Horse Shoes" pub and a corregated box with a doorway and a couple of
slits in the front, which I discovered was the bus shelter (despite the fact no buses
pass through the Village). I couldn't help but notice the number of new houses
in the Village which, in Mrs. Williams' words, seemed to be 'popping up like
little mushrooms'. A two week old, yet already half built bungalow seemed to
epitomise the situation. The arrival of all of these new people, however, seems
to have given a new birth to what was a dying village.

I was informed, on our journey back to the Cottage, that the straight piece of
road we were walking on was, in fact, the Viking Way. This stretch of it turns
a right-angle directly in front of the Williams' Cottage. Many a time a
sunbathing Mrs. Williams has had to turn a deaf ear to the somewhat coarse
language used by exhausted passers-by. Still, if any well mannered walkers (that
rules out most boarders!) happen to go that way then I'm sure she would gladly
spare them a cup of tea.

Back at the Cottage we drew upon reserve energy for a quick examination of
the garden. Though not expected to be finished until the early 1980's, already
it showed signs of being well planned and cultured. I'm sure it will be a sight
worthy of magnanimous praise on completion.

Our little walkabout was over and I found myself feeling very impressed. The
Williams' cottage is indeed very pleasant and Goulceby an ideal Village to escape
to from the boisterous monstrosities of the School. What really delighted me,
however, was the garden, which I know Mr. Williams is going to be able to take
great pride in. Gardening is, undoubtedly, a great passion of the Headmaster
and here, in the quiet seclusion of Goulceby, he has all he needs to carry it out --
the time and the space (plus the necessary tools). I just hope, for his sake, the
weather will be better for him to improve it than it was for us to admire it.
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House Reports
Eccles

1977 was a good year for Eccles House. In the various Inter-House competitions
our boys had much success; our girls started unsteadily but results improved
during the summer.

Our boys were first in the football, cross-country, orienteering and athletics
competitions. We were joint second in the cricket and swimming competitions.
In athletics Russell Kitchen won four cups, including the Victor Ludorum
cup. David Owen won the Day 1500 metres cup. Simon Havard won his
division's cup. This year we have begun well: we have retained the football cup.

Our girls were less successful in terms of trophies: we started with disappointing
results, but an improvement began in the summer. We were second in both
tennis and rounders. This year has started promisingly ~ we won the netball
competition, with enthusiastic support from the rest of the House.

Away from Sport, our House team of two boys and two girls was narrowly
beaten into second place in the Inter-House Quiz. The girls held a fund-raising
activity just before Christmas, the proceeds of which went towards the purchase
of shirts for the school teams. Every girl brought cakes or biscuits which were
then sold to the rest of the school.

It is pleasing to the House staff that we have had success. More pleasing is the
willingness and co-operation that we get regularly from our House members.

Our sixth-formers set a good example to their juniors in this respect. My thanks
go to them and to our House "officials":

Captains Jim Harris and Alison Young

Vice Captain

Games Captains
David Owen
Jackie Argent and Deirdre Gibson

K. Walker

Taylor
In 1977, we in Taylor House were sorry to say goodbye to our Head of House,
Mrs. Hamilton. Despite the difficulties of reorganisation, she successfully welded
the house together into a working unit. We are pleased to send her and her hus-
band our best wishes for the future and congratulations on the birth of their
daugh ter Jane.

1977 was a year for settling down and getting to know one another, finding out
our strengths and weaknesses as a group. We seem to be more successful in sport
than in the academic field. Our successes include the Netball Cup, won after an
exciting final match against Lardelli; the Hockey Cup, won without conceding a
goal in either junior or senior matches; the house tournaments in second year
rounders, first year rounders and third year tennis. On Sports Day we won the
Girls' Athletics Cup, the Girls' Relay Cup and the Overall Girls' and Boys' Cup.

We were also successful in the swimming carrying away both the Girls' and the
Boys' Cup. Notable performances were made by Laurence and Ian Marlow.

Taylor came first in the combined Cross Country and Orienteering. The Taylor
honours going to Frazer, who came in third in the Junior event and to J. Parsons,
who finished equal first in the Orienteering.
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The most disappointing result of the year came in the Football, when Taylor
were unable to match up to the strengths of the other Houses and finished equal
third. Also on the Football side, Taylor won the Second Years Girls' Five-a-side
competition with some splendid all round performances.

A final thanks must go to Mrs. Taylor, who has successfully taken over the post
as Head of House and to Mr. Stinson for his consistent prompting as Deputy Head.

Mrs. Taylor and Brian Cooke (House Captain)

Pelham
This year the House tried to move closer to uniting the boys' and girls' sections,
but on the whole, apart from our joint assemblies, we functioned as separate
units. We welcomed back Mr. Allcock to the House staff in September.

House Assemblies on the Grammar School site have been held in Room 9.
Alternating each week with the Head of House, representatives from each year
have taken assemblies on themes ranging from noise (punk rock and Concorde)
to the firemen's strike. On the High School site pupils have also taken an active
part in presenting assemblies to the girls' tutor groups.

Inter-House competitions have produced some interesting results. In the Spring
Term Pelham took second place in the Orienteering competition with Frazer
Whytock placed 3rd overall, and in the Cross-Country race Peter Shreeve won
the Intermediate cup and Andrew Scott the Junior cup.

Pelham won the House Cricket cup, and we had some good individual winners
on Sports Day - notably Steven Taylor - best fifth yearboy, Sarah Ledingham -
best fourth year girl and Steven Wade - best second year boy. Jonathan Wright
won the Senior Swimming cup at the School gala.

The Soccer matches began very well with the seniors winning every match and
the intermediates only losing one, but unfortunately our juniors need to improve!
However, we ended 1977 on a high note by winning the Inter-House quiz.

This will be the last House Report written about the separate boys' and girls'
sites. Next year we shall be co-educational and House unity will be much easier -
not least, it will save the trek across the field!
The House Officers for the year 1977-8 are:-
House Captains - Nick Burton and Carol Green
Vice-Captains - Frazer Whytock and Helen Farell
Sports Captains Vincent Coultan and Sarah Ledingham

E. A. Jefferson

Lardelli
Although sport is not by any means the only, or even the major, activity of the
Houses as they are conceived in our school, it is perhaps one of the most
tangible, and readily lends itself to this kind of a report.

As far as the girls of the House are concerned they gained their greatest success
this year in the netball tournament, with the juniors taking second place in
their section and the seniors winning theirs - with some very high scores in this
latter section. Overall the House came joint second in this report. In tennis and
rounders, however, we were not so successful.
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Meanwhile, on the other side of the green expanse, the boys of Lardelli came
first equal in senior cricket and gained third place in the football tournament,
third in swimming, and came third overall on Sports Day.

I must also single out two individuals who did particularly well - Peter Sheedy
who came fourth equal in the Orienteering and Ian Mitchell for his joint second
in the senior swimming.

To all of those who played for Lardelli House, whatever the result, we offer our
sincere thanks. Let us hope too that next year, when geographical problems
have been overcome and the House is able to function as one unit, we shall be
able to pool our sparse resources - particularly when it comes to spectators at
house matches.

This year, of course, our problems have not all been geographical. Lardelli 1 and
Lardelli 2 have been sharing one room for registration which has meant Mrs. Key
and myself having to do our roll-call simultaneously :- the result sounding
something like a Morecambe and Wise sketch. For the future, however, let us
hope that the Humberside architects stumble upon the line in Genesis (which
does not always appear in the Authorised version) which reads, ". . . . and on the
eighth day God created House Areas and all that in them was. . .

"
K. Howitt

Taylor Win
But it's 0.8% close

Fifteen former Brigg Grammar School and Brigg Girls' High School records were
broken when the first Sir John Nelthorpe School sports day was held in glorious
weather at the end of May.

In the boys' events, two competitors set new standards in their 100 and 200
metres sprints - Stephen Taylor coming home in 11.9 seconds and 24.27 seconds
in the fifth-year races, and fourth-year Lewis Blight achieving times of 11.72
seconds and 24.5 seconds.

Pole vault records were set in the fifth and second year events by Wright (2.9
metres) and Heath (2.12 metres). Other record breakers among the boys were
Dejardin, who leapt 12.77 metres in the senior triple jump, and Coultan, who
threw the discus 41.52 metres in the senior event.

C. Tobitt took the honours in the girls' events by breaking records in the senior
200,400 and 800 metres. S. Ledingham set new standards in the senior hurdles
and long jump, D. Pike's best throw in the junior rounders ball event was a record
breaker and the Taylor house team improved the previous best time in the junior
relay.

Taylor were the winners of the house trophy, with a 30-point margin over second-
placed Eccles.

Prizes were presented by the new chairman of Humberside County Council,
Coun. Mrs Muriel Bean.

Overall house positions: 1, Taylor, 1,069; 2, Eccles 1,039; 3, Lardelli, 933; 4,
Pelham, 706.

Overall house positions in percentages: Taylor, 28.5; Eccles, 27.7; Lardelli, 24.9;
Pelham, 18.8.
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Mr Moore's Middle School Message
Reporting on the activities of the Middle School is rather like writing articles on
the Loch Ness Monster ~- do either exist? The Middle School is meant to be a
unit made up of years three, four and five bu t for most pupils School Life in this
area is little different from the good old days(?) before comprehension. The
split site situation still exists and thus we are nowhere near the ideal of a co-
education Middle School Unit.

However, efforts have been made to reach the desired co-ed. goal and the present
fourth year were offered a new choice of options so that they have now embarked
upon a nine subject 0 level/CSE course and some of these options are co-
educational. As a result we have for the first time girls attempting Woodwork
and Tech. Drawing and some boys displaying their culinary arts in the Domestic
Science room! The present third years will be offered similar choices to begin
their fourth year in September.

To reward the previous year's academic work a prize distribution was held.
There is some debate going on relating to prize giving and Speech Day, so that
this simple ceremony may not become an annual event.

Many of the non-academic features of school life, cross the boundaries of both
Lower School and Sixth Form. It becomes difficult to find items that are the
sole concern of the Middle School. The third years did have a very successful
disco, in conjunction with the second year. It is to be hoped that all those who
attended the fourth and fifth year disco several weeks ago, found it enjoyable.

If, when the school moves into the co-educational system after the summer holi-
days, we can develop a good middle school unity, then I am sure other ideas for
non-academic activities will develop. Perhaps there are those in the middle
school who have ideas which could be discussed and possibly used. If there are
such people, I hope they will contact me to talk things over.

The Business Game
The aim of this game, which took place during Monday afternoon's General
Studies at the Vale of Ancolme, was to sell an imaginary product, competing
with three other companies in the group and make as large a profit as possible,
after seven weeks.

The first meeting of the optimistic and largely clueless board, under the chair-
manship of Peter Agnew, was marked by Ian Sergeant's comment, 'What if it
goes off before we sell it?' Ten minutes' laughter was his answer, whilst the rest
of the Board tried to convince him that the question of perishability was not
relevant, and Shane Nash remarked 'He's incredible'. Ian wasn't convinced. A
fairly cautious start was made basing prices and expenditure partly on
examination of last year's figures and partly on guesswork. The following week,
after the results had been fed into a computer, we received our first balance
sheet. We'd captured 27.2% of the sales, a reasonable start. Following weeks
brought some fame, but no fortune, the 'Brigg Star' being the first newspaper
to report on we budding entrepreneurs. A week later the "Lincolnshire Times"
did an article on us. They were allowed in the library to take a photograph of
our group. Unfortunately, half term proved to be the securing of the company's
downfall. Peter Agnew, after telephone discussions with Miss Pickering, the
teacher involved, had fixed prices too high resulting in loss of sales and profit.
Whilst he maintained he had had no other choice, a small faction called for his
resignation as Chairman. Board meetings, which had always had a strong
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element of "Reginald Perrin" became more concerned with last Saturday's
football, and insulting Sergeant, than with company success. At one stage we
had captured 30% of the total sales but failure to provide adequate transport
resulted in failure to deliver and lost profit and goodwill. The computer kept
putting nasty messages at the bottom of the balance sheet, like the one which
said it had raised for us a £1 v.. million loan, at the crippling interest rate of 19%.
Needless to say, our company came bottom of our group with a total loss of
£600,000 losing us the chance of a place in the next round, and possible prize
of a weekend in London if we had reached the final.

Analysis of our mistakes by an accountant included terms like, "The company
has taken far too drastic action" and "Has failed to interpret the figures". Whilst
Sergeant, who battled on to the last, consulted with the accountant as to
whether or not the percentage of plant sold was proportional to consequent drop
in production; the rest of the 'board', which had varied in number from twelve
to five depending on whether or not the common room or the business game
provided the greater attraction, finally suffered defeat.

Nicholas Richardson

Heads Together
The 6th form's activities prior to Summer 1977 were mainly concerned with
raising money for the common room. The more successful sponsored events
included the 24-hour darts marathon and the sponsored walk. The most impres-
sive individual efforts came from Vince Coultan and Fraser Whytock, deciding
on a 270-mile trek along the Pennine Way to help raise funds. They completed
the entire walk in under nine days!

Altogether, we managed to raise over £220 towards the common room.

During the Summer, the common room was cleaned and re-painted. At the
beginning of term we were able to provide a set of heaters, extra chairs and an
urn! By the fourth week Mr. May (elected Treasurer of the 6th form Committee)
had recorded a membership of over 130.

Even the patch of wasteland behind the common room was cleared of all rubbish
and vegetation at one stage last year. It took ten to fifteen of us a a full day to
clear it, and we are proud to say that, within two months, it had all grown back
again, just as bad as before. Still, we didn't give up trying to make some use of it
and a certain person (wishing to remain unnamed) established the first Brigg and
District Bird Sanctuary (as far as we know) behind the common room.

Each year, the Senate is given the task of organising the 'Staff-6th form' dance.
This year, the staff enjoyed it very much but we are afraid that some of the 6th
form couldn't quite remember whether they enjoyed it or not! The buffet was
one of the best we have had for years - all credit to the girls but not forgetting
Mrs. Braithwaite for all her hard work for both this and the first year party.

The 6th formers enjoyed the first year party just as much as the youngsters with
the new up-and-coming D.J. "Jimmy James" being very popular with the young
girls. But throughout the year, various members of the 6th form have taken it
on themselves to organise a disco/dance for the lower school, each of which has
been a great success! This has reflected in the extremely good 6th form-lower
school relationship throughout the year.

It has been a good year for the sixth form, the previous sixth forms having been
united successfully. We still have over £200 in the bank account, despite the
last year's spending on the common room.

Peter Agnew and J oy Dixon



The School Computer Terminal
1. FROM THE STAFF

A year ago we reported that four Lower Sixth formers had accepted the challenge
to attempt the new '0' level Computer Studies course in one year, but that their
efforts might be thwarted by terminal failure. It is now history that those efforts
were not thwarted and Willerton, Cook, Pape and Birkitt are to be congratulated
not only on all passing bu t on the very high grades they all achieved. I twas
indeed almost an embarrassment because we had promised a prize if anyone
made an A, and I had to go cap in hand to ask the Headmaster for three boys to
share it! At the end of the 1977 Summer term I took the risk of inviting the
Chief Examiner in Computer Studies for the Cambridge Exam Syndicate to the
school, and he expressed his pleasure at the high standards of the boys named
above.

This year there has been a natural growth in demand, and we now have eight of
the new Lower Sixth formers attempting '0' level in one year, including for the
first time four girls. Again they have my sincere admiration for the extra work
they do voluntarily, and, though I hesitate to say it, again they all deserve to pass.

We have this year introduced a new option of a two year Computer Studies '0'
level course in the Fourth Form. This was also over-subscribed and the twelve
valiant souls (including nine girls) who are breaking new ground seem to be enjoy-
ing themselves thoroughly. They are the only set I can ever remember who asked
for prep over half term last term!

At the upper end of the school Dave Brittain continues to use the terminal suc-
cessfully if sometimes embarrassingly (I have already briefed my lawyer for when
the county blackball us for using the terminal out of hours). In a more serious
vein, Tim May has done some splendid development work on the use of the
terminal on Numerical Analysis, and it is noticeable that more of our high ability
sixth formers seem to be developing advanced skills on the terminal for them-
selves than tver before. One must cite Hamish Ramsay who has appeared at
every after school '0' level lesson this year (but is not doing it because his time-
table is incompatible!) and Ian Sargeant whose General Studies programs extend
me to near breaking point by their complexity (as well as being indecipherable!)

Computing seems to have come of age very rapidly. We are now limited only by
the unknown quantity of how many pupils our 6 hours a week on line can sustain,
and sadly by staffing stringency in the present climate of educational austerity.
I can see the time coming when we shall need a second teletype, and, hopefully,
more hours on line. Happily, however, Sir John Nelthorpe can expect no more
from its future pupils that its present ones are already achieving.

2. FROM THE UPPER SIXTH

Last year's '0' level computing course results were outstanding for the four that
took it. This course was a two-year course crammed into one year and it was the
first time it had been done. As expected Nick Willerton and Brian Cook attained
A's and much to both Mr. Page's, and our, surprise, Keith Birkitt and myself
attained a B and an A respectively. All thanks to both our hard work (both in
and out of school) and Mr. Page's superb and relentless guidance. It gave this
new course a super start and a boost to future years.

Stephen Page, Upper Sixth
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3. FROM THE FOURTH YEAR
For the first time this year, Compu ter Studies has been a subject on the fourth
year options list for '0' level.
It differs from many other subjects in that it consists mainly of practical work:
writing flowcharts and programs, and then reproducing them and obtaining
answers from the computer.

There are twelve people in the group which has been running since last September.

During lessons, we take notes on the language of the compu ter, and how to
instruct it to do a problem, which mayor may not be able to be done in our
heads. We practice using the compu ter on- and off-line, make tapes, which if run
through the computer can give us the answer we were looking for, and learn to
write flowcharts and programs.

We are fortunate that we were chosen for this subject, last year, as there is an
increasing number of opportunities for computer operators, and people who are
qualified in that type of job. Also it is a subject with which there is always
something new to learn, and can be enjoyed at the same time.

Lindsey Newton, 4E2

4. COMPUTERS

When choosing our options in the third year, we were given a leaflet explaining
about computer studies. It seemed to me to be an exciting new '0' level which
opened up new possibilities for careers I would never have thought about before.
So I put my name down and was pleased that I was one of the lucky chosen ones.
On our first lesson we were given text books which showed how a computer
works and how to use it by means of flowcharts to make the program easier to
understand.

We were then taught programming using terms which the computer could under-
stand and which enable it to give us a correct answer to any problem in a few
seconds.

We were shown how to work the computer terminal at the Upper School site
and all the basic facts about it. I was also not disappointed in choosing computer
studies as an '0' level because it is turning out to be most interesting and profit-
able. It opens the door to a growing field of jobs to choose from for those who
are successful.

Anne Murphy, 41'1

2nd Brigg Scout Troop
The Troop, led by Mr. Walker, had another very successful year. Our year began
with several weekend camps at the site in Scawby Woods leading up to the
Summer camp at Llanfairfechan in North Wales, where we had the opportunity
to experience some good hikes in the mountains of Snowdonia. This camp also
enabled various other skills to be used such as Pioneering, Campcraft and Inter-
Patrol competitions. In October the troop took part in an exchange weekend
with Hull troops and to round off the year, a very enjoyable night hike was
arranged for the troop by the Venture Unit Leader and members. After the loss
of several older boys to the Ventures, our ranks are being swelled by members of
our new Cub pack led by Mr. Adams.

We also welcome Miss S. Bennett and Mr. Gibson to the troop as leaders.

Peter Thomson (Patrol Leader)
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School

One day in the life of the

Sir John Nelthorpe School

presented in prose

and verse.

Before the children arrive
Eric Robinson is the Caretaker of the old grammar school site. Many pupils
wrongly assume that his job does not begin until school ends at three-forty. In
fact, his day starts when most of us are still in bed!

My working day commences at six forty-five a.m. The first task to be done is to
unlock all the doors of the school so that the cleaners, arriving at seven a.m., can
start work. I then have to check the boilers.

We have six boilers; two fired by gas and four fired by oil. The oil fired boilers
need more attention than the others. The nozzle which sprays oil into the fire
box requires cleaning at least once a week and the electrodes once a fortnight.
Having completed this work, there are usually small repair jobs, which are
reported by members of the staff, to occupy my time before the bell for
registration rings.

During school hours I can still be found around; outside work can be done and
goods are received from suppliers.
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Thankfully, we are a school where the amiability between pupils is not greatly
strained. Unnecessary and unpleasant incidents do, however, occasionally appear,
and they are usually at Break.

Break
"Scrap, scrap." These words brought pupils rushing from every corner of the
school. Break time games were abandoned, prep was thrown back into the desk as
everybody tried to obtain a view.

The centre of attraction was Wiseman and I fighting. He had his arm around my
neck and I was beginning to wonder what I was playing at when I started the
fight. I was all for stopping but everybody was yelling out advice to either me or
Wizz and I was unable to do anything about it. Suddenly, from outside the large
spectators' ring, came the cry, "Percy!"

Wizzy released his grip and we all looked around. Mr. Page was gazing out of the
gym window at Wiseman and I. Somebody made a suggestion that we should
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continue the fight on the field. Everybody swept us along until we arrived at the
back of the art room. Here I removed my blazer and handed it to Shimmy, one
of my mates. Wiseman did the same. Then the real stuff began, big fat Wizz
against me.

Wizzy came at me throwing wild, swinging punches. Thankfully, only one made
the target. It struck me on the head and instantly a large lump appeared, although
I was not aware of it at first. The shouting was encouraging. I could hear various
individuals cheering me in particular, but on the whole the supporters were
evenly matched. Taking the advice of Shimmy, who was acting as my coach, I
rushed forward and smacked five consecutive blows on Wizzy's head. I felt as
though the spectators were actually pushing me on to beat his head in. I stood
back, I just could not understand how he was still standing. His lip was cut
badly and his left eye was closing rapidly. He did not seem as it he was about to
let in.

I next resorted to what my opponent referred to afterwards as 'foul play'. I
leapt forward, my left foot striking Wiseman full in the stomach. He doubled
over in agony and I bowled him down onto the ground. Once he was down I .
fell on him and rained more punches on his now messy face. I stood up, kicked
him several times, and walked off.

The crowd's reaction was typical. I heard cries of, "He's shamming!", "He aint
beeling!", "Give him some more," "Vou haven't finished 'im yet!" Then,
believing them, I did something which was totally unnecessary. I walked forward
and continued to beat him up. In the end he pleaded with me to stop.

Afterwards I felt nothing at having won. I was utterly exhausted and felt
mysteriously ashamed of myself. Everyone else seemed happy as break ended
and attention turned to the next lesson.

Steven Wade

Although there is little time for pupils to waste between lessons, it is surprising
to hear what they do in fact get up to. These third year girls do anything but
prepare themselves for the imminent work.

Between lessons
The first lesson on a Monday is German. Before that lesson begins, we usually
have a last minute rush to finish our German prep. After that it is Geography
when we have much time to ourselves before the teacher comes from the old
Grammar School site. We use our time well. By that we don't mean we work,
that is virtually impossible due to noise and other 'goings on.'

In order not to incriminate the people responsible, we shall refer to them as Xs.

Some Xs find pleasure in books. They do not read them, but lower them quite
accidentally onto other people's heads. It is a skill quite unequalled by other
forms in the school. Other Xs entertain the less ambitious pupils by imper-
sonations of certain teachers, whose names we will not mention, but we will
give clues to whom they might be.

I. The long arm of the. .. 2. Taylo- 3. He really is a know all, although his
head doesn't seem to be screwed on tight enough. 4. Remember 1066. 5. He
tries to hold his corduory trousers up by keeping his hands in his pockets. He
is also a herbivorous animal.

When we are bored with these "flattering" impressions, we have been known to
resort to using blackboard rubbers to dust the teachers' chairs, and to practise
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our Netball. This is what brings us onto our game where we take a person's book
away from them and we throw this about the class, keeping it away from
whoever the book belongs to. The book almost always ends up a pile of loose
pages. This has to be one of our favourite pastimes between lessons.

We do not wish to give our form a bad reputation, so we will leave you with this
thought. . . . . just wait for April 1st.

Maria Carotti, Sara Murphy and Clare Sambrook

Lunchtime
'What's the name of the game? Does it mean anything to you?' Abba,1977
In my lunch hour there is an obvious, though highly uninspiring, programme of
activities to be involved in. If one of my friends has brought a football then we
play football. Only about once a week does this happen. Normally though, at
least one person has remembered something, like a tennis ball. With this we
play 'Spot' on the Art room wall. It was a Tuesday in September, when we were
messing about, that a new game occurred.

Robinson, who we call 'WelIier' for a nickname because when he kicks a ball he
does so in a funny way, was just striking the ball against the wall. Coulson
started doing the same thing, as well as sticking the boot in. Gradually I, and a
few other friends, began to do the same. The game then grew more sophisticated.
Outside the mud patch box, boys started more clever build ups such as one-twos
and dummy dribbles. After a few games we called this 'Welly'. I do not think
we were all that self conscious of what we were doing and how stupid it looked.
The satisfaction we gained, however, was immense. Then, like most made up
games, interest diminished.

The last half of the Autumn term saw the development of a widespread craze at
lunchtime. 'Jiff squeezing' was its name. A 'Jiff' lemon full of water was
squeezed mainly in the direction of girls. It sounds a bit ridiculous and could be
a little inequitable towards the person on the receiving end but it certainly caught
on.

This term our lunch-time routine has been based on playing football and 'Spot'
or doing prep. When there is nothing to do we just chat and joke.

Matthew Haddrill

The School afternoon is nearly at an end. Kathryn Meiris walks along the
corridors. In her mind an image of the school's senses emerges. Pen is put to
paper.

A lingering smell of pencil shavings, paper, rubbers and glue.
Of poster paints, water pots, disinfectant too.
Of fresh new writing books, plasticine and ink.
Bedraggled, wet, wiping cloths
Thrown into the art room sink.
Writing carved and scribbled upon the desks in class
Iluv Tom
Jim for me
Smithy is a grass!
Footprints, wet and muddy, upon the cloakroom floor,
The faint smell of school lunches, drifting down the corridor.
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Rickety chairs that wobble when they are sat upon.
White washed classroom walls so bare,
The heating scarcely on!
And last of all the clamour, when the bell rings at twenty to four,
And sighs of relief from the teachers as they stagger through the staffroom door.

For seven hundred and fifty pupils the school day has ended. For sixty boys,
however, life still goes on within the grounds. They are boarders. Their day ends
at bedtime.

Boarders' bedtime
With the only heater in fourth year dormitory failing, it was becoming
increasingly cold. As we changed for bed the discussion developed into the
condition of the dormitory.

Maggie (Matron's nickname) said that we were going to have new heaters.
Shivering, a few boys hurriedly changed, avoiding the exposure of any skin to
cold air. Escaping from the sub-normal temperatures, we migrated down to the
wash room, lavishly absorbing the heat from the hot water. I decided to have a
shower. During this, Mr. Rivron asked who was in the cubicle. After answering
quite clearly, I felt a cold draught on my body. The tanned face and suggesting
eyebrows of Mr. Rivron clumsily looked me over. Later I thought to myself,
what a funny man Mr. Rivron is.

Back in the dorm a group of boys huddled around the heater. At ten o'clock
the dorm lights went out. Seconds later, after Mr. Rivron had disappeared down
the stairs, the dorm sprang into life. A familiar complaint came from Gorwood.
He stated that he had just rested his head on a damp and smelly pillow. Earlier,
Brooks had been showering himself with Brut 33 and an after shave tonic. While
Gorwood was out, Brooks had plastered the pillow with these cosmetics. Steve
Gorwood, being a more fragile member of our dorm, decided not to pursue the
matter further.

Ian Marlow, the dorm 'bully', will never lose an argument. He was frantically
arguing with Cheeseman who was backed up by the rest of the dorm. The
'greasers', a word describing boys who follow the regulations with the utmost
care, would be fast asleep. Occasionally, Riley, our storehouse of useless
knowledge, would pipe up, 'The ratio between Plutonium neutrons to protons
is five to three at nine hundred and ninety-six millibars pressure'. No one ever
bothers to question him!

The sound of Radio Luxembourg interrupted an intimate conversation. As the
boys were listening so too was the dorm prefect, outside. Rushing in he con-
fiscated the radio, adding that they were a fire risk. We all thought he was a fool
having heard this.

As the prefect changed for bed we remembered the incident over the hot water
bottles. Matron had disallowed them after a request to use them. The request
had come after some frozen water had been detected on the inside window ledge.
On this bitter cold night Matron's reason for refusing the hot water bottles was
because they were a fire risk! Even our prefect found this funny. Conversation
between us gradually dwindled. Before long we were sighing and drifting into a
deep sleep.

Roger Hemming
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What do the boarders dream about? The simplest answer must be anything and
everything. For Paul Foster, a Brigg day boy, a recent dream has concerned his
ideal timetable. We conclude our look at one day in the bfe of the Sir John
Nelthorpe School with Paul's l(g;ht hearted timetable.
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An Ideal Timetable
Looking at my ideal timetable you will see there are several standard lessons in
addition to some new ones. For the first two lessons on Monday morning I
would have French and German as I often feel a little foreign first thing in a
morning. I have chosen German because I cannot utter a word of it so I would
not have to do anything all lesson. It would be like Private Study.

Next I would have double English so Mr. Levitt would not lose his job. (Am I
not considerate?) After dinner, the first lesson would be Maths. I have chosen
this because if I do not pass my Maths '0' level I will not receive a motorbike from
my parents. The last two lessons in the afternoon will be taken up by a Cosmic
Rock session. The big names in this field of music (Pink Floyd and Tangerine
Dream) will be played continually on a hundred watt, stereophonic record deck
with a synchronised light display. This would be the perfect end to a strenuous
day. It would also put me in a right frame of mind to face the world.

Tuesday starts off with two double periods, Technical Drawing and Biology.
T.D. is a fascinating lesson as I can sit and watch the girls in the art room.
Biology is interesting and stimulating. After dinner we will be given food in the
form of Sucking Rats' Brains Out with a Straw. This is a most interesting lesson
as it will put one in good practice for sucking Polos. Following this there will
be a double lesson devoted to discussing, listening to, playing and composing
Contemporary Music.

By Wednesday morning I usually feel violent, which calls for a double period of
Gnome Nobbling. This is for people who like beating up that which does not
hit back. A gnome does not retaliate because it is too small. Next come a couple
of ordinary lessons. These are vital because one needs fairly basic '0' levels to
find somebody to employ you. After these lessons is football as it is the most
exciting game in the world.

To start Thursday I would have a Heavy Rock session. This double lesson will
be just the same as the Cosmic Rock periods except for a difference in the music.
Black Sabbath, Status Quo and Deep Purple will replace groups like Pink Floyd.
Also included in this lesson would be some Punk Rock. This type of lesson
should be included in '0' level examinations because it is the underground music
of today. You will find many more teenagers know more about Rock Music
than anything else. Rock Music is far more interesting than many mundane
subjects. The remainder of the day will be taken up by standard '0' level subjects
for the same reasons I have given before.

Friday would commence with a Design lesson followed by More Design. These
are basically the same, in fact they are exactly the same. I have chosen this
because I like designing objects such as wooden brontosauruses and canoes. This
is followed, after break, with German because I cannot understand it and would,
therefore, do nothing. Next would be History because that is a laugh. After
dinner there is a double period of Playing the Guitar the Jimi Hendrix Way. The
difference between this way and any other way is the fact that, whatever you
do with the guitar, it is classed as music. The trouble is it is expensive. You have
to buy a new guitar and amplifier every lesson. This lesson is like Gnome
Nobbling, it lets you release all your pent up emotions. The last period on
Friday afternoon is Sweeping Up the Prices and you need to after playing guitar
the Jimi Hendrix way! So endeth an ideal week.
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Memories are made of this

No matter what age you are memories are the most captivating form of anecdote.
Read what Richard Stothard, Ian Heath, Nicola Mundey and Susan Thomson
(who appear in the above photograph) have to recall.

Ian Heath's Shiney Stone
It all happened when I was playing in the front garden. I was becoming bored
so I started rummaging around in the mud. After about five minutes I came
across what seemed to be a small stone half buried in the soil. I started scraping
away the mud and gradually what turned out to be a large stone appeared. I
managed to put my fingers underneath the stone. I carefully pulled it out of the
flower bed. Much greasey mud covered my hands.

I polished all the mud off the stone and obtained quite a shine. After throwing
it up into the air a couple of times, I looked about for a target. Wheeling on my
heels, I turned around. Our next door's neighbour's house came into view, with
it the large window in the middle of the ground floor wall. Silently I calculated
my chances of being able to heft the large stone over the wall, segregating our
two gardens, up to the height of the window. After all I was only four.

I decided I would not make it but I would still see how far the stone could go.
I took my right arm back as far as it would go, took careful aim and, with an
almighty heave, threw the stone as hard as I could. To my astonishment and
joy the stone sailed way over the wall and crashed through the window. Immedi-
ately my Uncle Don appeared at the hole. He was shouting his head off and
calling me names I had never heard of. It was then that I realised that he was
rather annoyed at what I though t was a great triumph.

I dashed into the house. Rather mixed up, I explained as best I could what had
happened. My mother saw the funny side of it but then she said my father would
not. I thought she would say this so I grabbed some biscuits and told my mum
that I was going to hide under the settee. She was not to tell dad where I was.
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Nicola Mundey's 'Mother'
The memory that sticks out in my mind is not the most amusing but it certainly
was embarrassing. I was shopping with my mum inJackson's Supermarket. She
took a wire basket to put what she wanted in but I only needed a box of choco-
lates so I did not bother with a basket.

I looked at the array of mouth watering goodies and I made my choice of Milk
Tray. I turned round to show mum and I noticed a large black mark on the back
of her coat. I pointed it out to her. She did not hear me. I then poked her in
the back and said, "Mum you've got a dirty great mark on the back of your coat."
'Mum' turned around to reveal herself as a tall arrogant woman with an identical
coat and hairstyle to my mother. Mum had walked off leaving me with black
looks from my misidentified 'parent'.

My reaction was to slip quietly away apologising for the misunderstanding. To
cap it all, when I arrived at the counter with my chocolates, I discovered that I
had lost my purse. I did not fancy going back to look for it as the black marked
woman was behind me. Luckily Mum rescued me from my plight with her
money. Talk about misidentification.

Richard Stothard and the Ice Cream Disaster
It happened many years ago. I was running over to a neighbour's house for a
game of football. I did not know, though, that one of my neighbour's friends
was leaving the house and coming up the drive. A large over-hanging bush blocked
my view of him and I charged down the drive, only to come to an abrupt halt
when I collided with him. If that was not enough, he had been eating an ice
cream which naturally stood no chance of staying intact in such a collision.
After wiping the sticky mess from the ice cream, off his best trousers, he blew
his top. "I want five pence from you Stoth", he bawled. He was a very stingy lad.
I could not really argue, he was about three years older than me. So I just asked
him when h" wanted it.

"Within three days," he said, still wiping his trousers.

The next day, although I tried to keep out of his way, he still met me and warned
me about the money. For the following two days I did not go out at all. I staved
at home wanting to play football but also not wanting to pay the five pence.

After this the boy must have forgotten because although I saw him again he
never asked for the money.

Susan Thomson - Crazy Camper
Although we have been on many camping expeditions, there is one that sticks
out firmly in my memory.

Our first attempt at camping was a disaster. You wouldn't believe that a tent
would have so many ropes to trip over, that putting up the table for breakfast
would result in everything suddenly sliding off one end, cornflakes and all,
because of the slope of the ground. That the youngest member of the family,
that was me, would find the camping stool impossible to sit on and would
frequently keep slipping off backwards through all stages of the meal. Camping
in a farmer's field created many a problem as cows are naturally inquisitive and
also leave a hazardous trail for a toddler, like I was then, to fall in!
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I can remember my first purchase from the camp shop. This resulted in a little
too much black pudding and we ended up eating black pudding for Breakfast,
lunch and tea!

The most frustrating moment for me was when I locked the car up with the keys
inside, plus all the food and the day's clothes. We had to wait for the AA to
rescue us on that occasion. Not all camping expeditions have ended in total
disaster. This was something of an exception and I will always remember it.

+ -

Well
You
Tell
Us

The first day of the Autumn term saw the amalgamation of the second year boys
with the second year girls. A look in each of their formrooms with their form
teachers revealed different situations although there was one common factor.

In 2L there was hardly any movement and no talking at all, except from the form
master. There was an atmosphere of organised quiet about the place. Next door
in 2K the boys were chattily talking away and the girls were quickly summing
up their new form teacher. He was admirably plodding through the perplexities'
of being in charge of a class for the first time in his life. 2X's girls looked rather
pathetic and the boys were fidgeting a great deal or gesturing at each other.
Mr. Mailing was acting as their temporary form master and was not around at
that moment. 2C, being a very small form, looked small, and inactive. The final
second year, 2W, had an air of normality about it. The pupils looked as though
they had been together for one month not one hour.

The common factor amongst these five classes was that both boys and girls kept
themselves to themselves. They seemed to show no interest or concern in the
existence of the opposite sex. We decided several days later to ask some of them
what it felt like to be brought together again after they had been separated for
a year. We record below a fair, accurate and unbiased selection of comments.

I do not like being mixed with the girls. The school was much better last year
without them. In nearly every lesson so far, the most part was spent finding
how far the girls had got! Ian Lawrie.

Although we are mixed we still have some lessons apart. I think the girls should
be allowed to do Woodwork and the boys Cookery. They do this at the-Vale
of Ancholme School. Apart from that I think it was a good idea to mix us.
Susan Callister.

Girls are called by their christian names and boys by their surnames by many
teachers. This is stupid. One Maths teacher said that he would give a boy a job
because he could hit him if he did it wrong but he could not hit a girl. Adrian
Herring.

I am looking forward to the day when we can do mixed P.E. Lesley Morrison.
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I wouldn't mind being mixed if we had some good looking girls in our form.
But with our lot I'm not too happy. Martin WiJlerton.

I think it is horrible because I hate boys and I don't like this school or these
dinners. Helen Dixon.

At first I did not like the idea of being changed around again because it would
mean being changed for three years running - next year we are put into house
groups. Now I like it. The girls do not make much difference and we have
smaller groups in some subjects. Peter Godderham.

More should be done to help the girls. The classrooms are in very bad condition
and the organisation is dreadful. The boy's manners are also disgusting.
Margaret Beaver.

At the beginning of this term, we decided to find out if opinions had changed.
They had! 70% of the boys we asked had very low opinions of the girls. Since
September the girls appear to have sunk in their estimation. 70% of the girls,
however, approve of the boys. In their eyes lads are worth having around. This
is what the opposite sexes think of each other.

I don't mind whether the classes are mixed or not, but when they are, the girls
burst out laughing every ten minutes for silly reasons. John Glentworth.

Most of the girls are a bunch of dumb efforts. Stephen Barker.

I do not like it because we cannot do the things we used to, in case the girls
disapprove. It is boring with them. Andrew Middleton.

The girls are always mucking about too much, not like the boys. Andrew Pierce.

I think progress has been slowed up because of the girls. Philip Dunn.

It is good fun with the lads. Jenny Skelton.

This term is much better than the last. I think the lads aren't too bad at all.
Melanie Yates.

My opinion now is that the boys bring more life into the lessons. I like it much
better with them. Nicola Mundey.

We have much fun in lessons, especially as the boys are daring enough to cheek
the teachers and make us all laugh. Most of the staff accept these jokes.
Louise Brian.

Bringing us together has been great because you can have a good joke with the
boys. The second year has been the best time I have ever had. I can also con-
centrate better.

Loraine Ellis

Parents' Association
Another disappointing year: as far as members are concerned. Gradually, how-
ever, the Association must evolve to serve the minds of pupils and parents of the
School. A strong Parents' Association can be of immense help to the overall
balance of school life and to pupils who take part in the learning process.

Looking back through the papers of the Association I find that topics have
ranged from teenage parties, matters of discipline, school uniform, drug taking in _
society and careers. Speakers have included all disciplines and professions,
including M.P .'s.

Over the years this must have widened many horizons.
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Surely this is one of the benefits of the Association and why, as Chairman, I feel
so strongly that it is essential that Parents involve themselves in their children's
learning process not only in, but outside, the home.

A change has been introduced into the programme with first year parents meeting
the Committee and staff at a Wine Evening. Those who attended thoroughly
enjoyed the evening. Other events have included a most stimulating, if contro-
versial, talk by Miss Moore supported by Mrs Meiris on Children in Need.

The Association still only costs 50p per family. Inflation has not yet overtaken us.

Finally, the Headmaster. As you know he will be retiring in the summer and I
must, as Chairman, pay tribute to his Presidency of the Association. The Sir John
Nelthorpe School has a history of dedicated, long serving, selfless Heads. H. B.
Williams stands proudly amongst his predecessors. The Association wishes the
Headmaster and Mrs Williams a long and happy retirement.

K. C. Horton, Chairman

Outings
It's guaranteed to make men out of you
Mark Hebblewhite at the Outward Bound Course in Eskdale

The journey to Eskdale took a long time. When we eventually reached the moun-
tain school we were told which groups we would be in. Here the inevitable hap-
pened, they wrongly pronounced my name. We were next taken in our groups,
by a group leader to our dormitories. That night we went on a walk and set up
camp to familiarise ourselves with the area. We learnt how to erect a tent and
make a camp fire. All was perfect apart from the cooking. We rose early the
following morning for a swim. After this twenty-five yard swim we were, to put
it mildly, frozen stiff.

The,first real day there was exciting. We went on the ropes course. According to
the instructor it was, "A very simple ropes course". Little did we find simple
about it. Later in the day we went canoeing in the tarn in front of the school.
The basics were taught to us like capsizing and how to turn.

The following day we were on breakfast duty, dishing out the food and washing
up. We were next shown the cages. These are storerooms in the basement. We
had to collect our equipment for a quiet walk. A quiet walk indeed! Eight miles
of endless hills! When we came to a stream, we had to change into our trunks
and jump off a five metre high bridge. At the end of that particular day we only
had time for a quick game of volleyball before collapsing onto our beds.

The next morning was spent doing map and compass work. After half an hour of
this we tackled a long orienteering course. Rob, our instructor, promised some-
thing pleasant and cool in the afternoon. This was the agility course; a series of
ropes, stepping stones and swinging logs over a very cold, fast flowing stream.
After surviving that we had to scale Diamond Crag. This was great fun but it
burnt your shoulders. That night we went bivouacing. I was frozen and fright-
ened. We returned in the morning to a breakfast of bacon that was like glass and
egg that was like rubber to chew.

On Wednesday the ropes course was repeated and more intense activity was under-
gone on the canoes. I had a go on all canoes. The afternoon was spent rock
climbing. Sweat literally rolled off us for it was a hot day.
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On the course's penultimate day we did mountain rescue and first aid. I was
lowered down a cliff in a Thompson stretcher and was given the kiss of life. Part
of the afternoon was spent preparing for a big expedition. We set off in our mini
bus to the forward camp and then walked for one and a half hours to base camp.
After a four hour rest we set off walking again. It was very windy and cold. We
were to try three peaks; Pillar, Scout Fell and Steeple. Pillar is only two hundred
and fifty feet lower than Scarfell Pike. We saw the sun rise over distant hills and
noticed a memorial to a climber who died. The last dinner we had at the school
consisted of dehydrated stew and potato. After cleaning ou t the cages we packed
and had a last meeting. This was the best holiday I had ever had by myself.

Horncastle

or how a bunch of sixth formers managed to hunt adders, do the highland
fling with Miss Moore, and go pub crawling, all in one day.

Towards the end of the summer term, a coach load of prospective lower sixth
formers from both Brigg schools arrived at the Horncastle Residential Centre, to
begin a two day course finding out about life in the sixth.

We collected the keys to our rooms, and went and unpacked. Many of us found
ourselves sharing a room, but since we all knew each other, this did not constitute
too great an inconvenience. The staff 'in loco parentis' - Miss Moore, Mrs.
Jefferson, Mr. Finucane, Mr. Knowles, Mr. Harding, Mrs. Johnson and Mr. May -
ensured that assistance was always near to hand at night, each sleeping in one
wing of the five blocks.

At 5 p.m., we were given an opening talk by Mr. Jenkins, the Warden, on the
Centre's facilities, and emergency procedures. Then Miss Moore gave us our
timetable, and it was time for dinner.

In general, we found the food palatable, if lacking in quantity. There was waitress
service, which made a pleasant change from schoo\.

That evening, we were shown a film about university life. It was very one sided,
and the talk which went with it was not delivered until the Wednesday morning.
After this film, we were split up into four discussion groups, and aired our views
on school organisation. For the rest of the evening, we all massed around the
two televisions shared between the five blocks, in order to watch what proved to
be a disappointing film.

After breakfast, and a general meeting, we were subjected to General Studies.
For this, we split into two groups, one of which took the Arts subjects in the
morning, and the Humanities in the afternoon; the other group doing these in
reverse order. For the arts, Mr. Wilson gave us a condensed history of classical
music since the turn of the century, Mr. Lamming gave a well illustrated talk
about the art world on similar lines, and then we became involved in what
can best be described as a shock introduction to modern Drama.

The humanities, one of which we could spend the afternoon following, comprised;
a visit to an E.S.N. school with Mrs. Parsons; a lightning tour of the environs of
Horncastle, examining features of interest to local historians, with Mr. Russel;
and what ended up as being a hot and fruitless search for elusive adders on a
nature trail.

Before dinner that evening, many people invested half an hour reconnoitering
themselves with the location of various interesting places in the town, with an
eye to furthering their aquaintances with them later in the evening.
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At 8 o'clock, the entire group was herded, with much ill-concealed fear and
trepidation, into what was timetabled as being a dance. However, we knew what
to expect from Miss Moore, and sure enough, our suspicions were confirmed. It
was to be an introduction to the delights of Scottish and Country Dancing! For
the next few hours, chaos resigned, despite the valiant attempts of Miss Moore
and Mr. Atkin to keep order. At the half-time whistle, there occurred to
observers, something like a mass escape from a prisoner of war camp, as enor-
mous groups of figures tried to sneak back down into the town unnoticed, only
to find that the same idea had mysteriously occurred to the staff themselves.

That night, hardly anyone had ceased skylarking and gone to bed before one in
the morning.

The next morning, we had a talk on sixth form structure, Mr. Laughton gave us
some careers information, Peter Agnew and Joy Dixon filled us in on the progress
of the common room, and Miss Moore reassured us abou t the library. Mr. Price
and Mr. Williams (the other one) told us about administration, and to round off
proceedings, we were given two talks, one on life in Huddersfield Polytechnic,
and one on universities and the changing job opportunities for degree bearers.

Finally, I would like to tender our thanks, on behalf of all those who took advan-
tage of the course, to all those members of staff who donated so much time and
effort to make this course available for us. I would recommend this course to
anyone if ever they get a chance to go on it in future years, since it not only pro-
vides enlightenment as to the working of the sixth form, bu t also provides an
unusual social situation which is seldom repeated, and which is just as valuable.

Hamish Ramsay

Thornton Abbey
We could all see that it was going to be a fine day - already the sun was begin-
ning to appear from behind the few clouds that there were in the sky.

Our transport, two coaches, arrived at half-past nine, and about ten minutes later,
we were all settled in our seats, and on our way. It took us half an hour to reach
the Abbey, and by then we were all eager to get out of the stuffy coaches and
stretch our legs.

There were several teachers, and each one was going to be in charge of a group of
abou t eight or nine. Each group was to explore a different part of the Abbey at
a time.

Our main task was to retrace the movements of a day in the life of a monk. We
achieved this with a certain amount of difficulty but managed to fit in a few jokes
during our work.

There were two sections to the Abbey. The first part was the gatehouse which
housed visitors in the days when it was used, and second was the main part
where the monks lived. But before we could look around the ruins of the main
part, we had to walk through a large field full of cows. Guess who trod in some-
thing she shouldn't!

Altogether we had abou t an hour and a quarter before we had to get back on the
c0aches, ready for the ride back to school.

By the time we reached the school gates once more, I think most of us had
agreed that our outing was good fun, and few of us had found cause to complain.

Louise Brian
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Americans impress at Science Fortnight
John Bratton in London

The Nineteenth London International Youth Science Fortnight was held last
year, and I was lucky enough to be offered the chance of being one of the
British delegates. Participants came from a total of twenty-five nations, some
from as far afield as Mexico and Singapore. The fluency of the English, there-
fore, varied a great deal, as did the ages of the participants (from sixteen years
to middle age) and these limited the complexity of the lectures to well within
the understanding of anyone who has taken' A' levels. There were seven lectures
during the fortnight and five visits to universities, museums and research estab-
lishments. In the evenings there were often talks given by the participants them-
selves. At these the Americans usually stole the show; the equipment available
to students in America apparently being much grander than anything other
nations supply.

Any events taking place in the evening were optional and the weekends were
free. There was, therefore, plenty of opportunity to see the parts of London
not included in the fortnight's schedule. We were accommodated in vacant
university halls.

The fortnight starts and ends with a disco, and there is a folk evening half way
through. On the second Sunday the staff won the football tournament in
Regent's Park for the nineteenth time. This year's final had to be extended for
ten minutes since the staff were losing at the end of normal time.

The Science Fortnight may not have been particularly informative academically,
but I shall never again have the opportunity to meet so many people with similar
interests from such varied backgrounds, and this is where its main value lies. I
would like to thank the school governors for allowing part of my fee to be paid
for by the school. I urge anyone who is given the opportunity of attending
future Science Fortnights to take up the offer.

Youth Hostel Weekend
The You th Hostelling weekend, arranged and led by Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson, took
us to the area of Longendale and Crowden Youth Hostel. On the Friday evening,
we arrived by mini-bus and collected our regulation sleeping bags before eating
our evening meal. On Saturday morning we left the Youth Hostel to walk across
Hey Moss to Black Hill. Here we ate our sandwiches and tben followed part of
the Pennine Way along the top of Laddow Rocks to Chew Reservoir which
serves parts of Manchester. Following compass bearings, we found our way
across the endless peat bogs where Paul Soulby and Robert Newton came into
their own, bog jumping. At Lads Leap we ate the rest of our sandwiches before
the hazardous descent of Black Tor and back to the hostel. That evening we
carried out our appointed chores and amused ourselves by playing parlour games.
On the last day we climbed Wild Boar Clough, following the path of a small
mountain stream until a high waterfall forced us to scramble up a steep cliff to-
wards Bleaklow Head (2,060 feet). Along the top of Torside Clough several
members suffered from mild cases of vertigo and exhaustion bu t the final view
was really staggering. .

Finally, 22 weary feet clambered into the minibus for the journey home. Many
thanks to Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson for organising the trip.

Peter Thomson
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What it Means to Me
John Sloman on Rock Music
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We could have had someone from "Status Quo" or "Black Sabbath" to write for
us, instead we chose John Sloman of "Lone Star". When "Lone Star" do not
have the international following of the above 'supergroups', and when theil"
latest L.P. did not make the Top Twenty in the music charts; why choose Sloman?
With John Sloman as lead singer, "Lone Star" could make it to the top. The
average age of the members of the above groups is almost 30; John will not be
20 until the end of April. We chose him because he is so young, because he is
vocally impressive, because we feel he could become a big name in Rock, and
because he writes informatively and intelligently on a subject that is vague to
many of us. Born and bred in Cardiff, John joined "Lone Star" early in 1977.
He is the group's lead singer.

Since I can remember I've always had a strong, general interest in music. It started
at the tender age of seven with me entertaining any relatives, that would visit my
family, with old songs far removed from present day sounds. Later, I was some-
how persuaded to attend tap-dancing lessons. Piano lessons were also an integral
part in my learning. After several years, however, having reached the ripe old
age of fourteen, I began to feel the need for a change.

The very thought of being a rock and roller always rang sweet in my mind from
a very early age. I remember my parents allowing me to stay up late to watch
"The Beatles" on television 'Live at the Palladium'. Even then I felt the same
adrenalin rush that always lifts me during live performances.

Some of my early influences were "The Who", "Led Zeppelin", "The Beatles"
and most of the rock-orientated bands that reigned throughout the latter part
of my schooldays. If I were to name all the musicians I respect, I would still be
scrawling away come next Christmas. Some of the more prominent in my mind
are "The Who" and "Led Zeppelin". I respect them for their power and energy,
and obviously for being two of the main innovators of the Progressive Rock scene.
"The Beatles" I love for the same reason as everybody else; they had class, cheek
and versatility reigned throughout.

Stevie Wonder I like for his soulful voice. Another American, Todd Rungdren,
I identify with. I learn from his techniques in Jazz, Rock and Soul. I also enjoy
most American Jazz and Funk musicians (i.e. Chick-Corea and Frank Zappa.)

Individualism in music is all important, but I'm certain that some people in
"Rock" use certain ingredients from other personalities, that somehow fit their
own style, often enhancing it. Many people say that Robert Plant and myself
are not exactly dissimilar. Some "gents of the press" are of the opinion that
comparisons with Plant could be detrimental to my career in the long run. This
could be true, so although a genuine likeness, vocally, is already present, I must
at times lean in different directions, still retaining my own basic sound, but
utilising as well as rock, the advantages of Jazz and Soul. The marriage of three
such entities, results in possessing the power of Rock and the melodic pyro-
technics of Jazz and Soul. (Listen to Glenn Hughes). Plant has always been one
of my influences, but by no means my greatest benefactor, musically. The Press
have accused me of imitating his vocal style. They're probably the same people
who quoted Mr. Plant as 'imitating' Janis Joplin back in 1969.

To those people who, like some'of the press, comment unfairly on this vocal
likeness, I'd like to say this. Imagine someone's personality make-up to be a
prize-winning cake, with everyone wanting to know the secret ingredients. Some
of these ingredients are used by others to, hopefully, win new prizes. I have some
of Plant's ingredients, but I don't steal his cake! Jazz and soul often inspire my
vocal style greater than the rock entity. I would like to think that with my style
fast developing, acceptance on all levels is not that far away.
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The name "Rock Music" is apt for the sound it describes; strong, physical, earthy
and always reaching for new heights. Most Rock fans are under thirty and I
believe every musician's quest is to appeal to a greater audience; "Lone Star"
especially try to cover all ground. But all nonsense of age-limit is dismissed when
I see my parents "getting off" on some rock and roll. It is then so easy to under-
stand that it is down to personal taste and not a matter of age at all.

The main difference between an American band and a British band is the Bass and
Drums. The British apply the hard, heavy bass and drums with "gritty" vocals
in the traditional rock style, whereas American bands, at times attempting to
recapture a British sound, finish up with a frail rhythm section.

Another difference is in the way American bands rely heavily on harmony vocals,
often using them for the duration of a whole song and not just for chorus lines,
which is basically the British method. American bands are certainly masters of
the Jazz and Funk scene, but the British make up by having the bulk of the top
Rock bands.

When "Lone Star" come together for an album, we attempt in every song to
present a vivid picture of the theme the song is about. A catchy melody is
imperative. I always try to write lyrics that would stand as poetry, so as to paint
a clearer picture of each song, to hopefully satisfy vivid imaginations for fantasy,
the humourous, and not forgetting the "sexually inclined". Our followers just
need good imaginations for the fictional side, a basic understanding of what is
happening for the philosophical side, and good feelings every time they hear or
perform music.

Since joining "Lone Star" I have gained more confidence and, although the
ability had to be present beforehand, it took "Lone Star" to bring it to the sur-
face and project it. Touring is fun, but hard work, and life has become hectic.
Although a fast race is run by all, I know that with "Lone Star" I shall run the
distance to the full.

Being involved in Rock Music signifies the successful realisation of a life's ambi-
tion and, hopefully, much more is to come. Music, of any kind, is one of the
greatest forms of communication. As long as I can contribute my share to such
a worthy cause, I will never be unhappy.

Before I finish I'd like to tell you that I wanted to write more but my time is
precious at the moment, with an album to write. To know there is such interest
at large from people such as those at the Sir John N elthorpe School, spurs us on,
and it certainly makes us not want to disappoint anyone.

I hope I have given you something worthwhile. I hope I have provided you with
some idea of what Rock Music means to me. Thanks to you all! Be happy.
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Number Puzzle
NUMBER CLUES

10 Numbers
3926487153

9 Numbers
137246932

6 Numbers
734662

5 Numbers
17325
54323
73333

4 Numbers
4233
2743
9234

3 Numbers
444
632
332
649
246
312
566
243
342

2 Numbers
31
22
23
64
13
32
43
84

All you have to do is put the numbers where they will fit.
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All in the Mind
A Short Story by Richard Stothard

Mrs. Carter climbed the stairs wearily, entered Joe's room, and deposited the
glass of orange on the bedside table.

"Feeling any better, love?" she asked, touching Joe's forehead to find his
temperature. There was no reply. Joe had a bad case of flu and had been lying
in bed for a week now but seemed to be getting no better. His mother left the
room and only came up at meal times that day to see if Joe would eat anything.
Joe must have been the most unlucky boy in the world and on his twelfth birth-
day too.

That night Joe closed his eyes to go to sleep and everything went temporarily
black. Soon colours started to flow into a scene and Joe found himself standing
in a field. No, it couldn't be a field he thought to himself. He was correct for
the grass land spread as far as the eye could see. There were no hills, no moun-
tains, no roads, no railways and no people. Only small groups of trees dotted
around were visible. The trees were strange. They were very brightly coloured
and all of roughly the same size and shape. He ran to the nearest clump and
examined the trees more carefully. Extending his arm, he touched a red and
blue tree. As he did so the tree shrank back. Joe was aghast, the tree had
actually moved. He ran, but where? All around him was nothingness, only the
grass and the strange trees. Then the picture went blurred, all the colours of the
rainbow flashed around him, he felt dizzy and faint and then the picture
reappeared. It was not the same scene as he had noticed before.

Joe found himself in a wood, a very dark wood, made up of very gnarled old
trees. He was frightened and looked around for an exit from the wood. Ahead
of him he saw a small light and, this being the only light he could see, he followed
it. After what seemed like ages Joe saw that the light was no closer, nor further
away, than it had been before. He also noticed that he was in the same spot by
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the same tree he had been before. In fact he had not moved for there were no
footprints leading from the spot at all. Surely he had moved? It had felt as
though he had been walking for hours. Joe gazed up to look at the faint light
but it had vanished. On turning round he was startled by the presence of an old
man who stood glaring at him with a lamp in one hand.

"So you are the person with the light," said Joe, almost relieved.

"I might and I might not,

So what?" commented the old man in a high pitched voice.

"I only asked," said Joe.

"Y ou may ask if you like

And I don't mind if you do.

But if you ask about the light

I won't tell you," retorted the old man, saying the words as in a poem or a
limerick.

He must be a raving lunatic, Joe thought to himself. Then the old man piped
out again.

"Here's a little box for you

Will you please take it to Caballou?"

With that he had gone but not before thrusting a small brown box into Joe's
hands. Everything went blurred once more, finally revealing yet another
landscape.

Joe found himself, still clutching the now green box, in a cave. The cave was lit
by the colours red, purple, blue and green, all quite dark colours. Joe could not
find the source of the lighting, though. His feet occasionally slipped on the slimy
coloured rocks and cave sides as water trickled in some places and dripped in
others through the cave roof. Joe gave a slight cough and, as he did so, a series
of orange coloured letters rose into the air from his mouth.

"What the. . . ., " Joe said amazed, and again a series of orange coloured letters
rose into the air. They gently rose together as if in single file, the combination
of them spelling WHAT THE. As they reached the ceiling of the cave there was
a small crackling sound and the letters disappeared through the ceiling. Then
Joe saw some more letters, like the ones he had already seen, floating to the
ceiling of the cave. Joe read them. They said, "TAKE BOX TO CABALLOU.
GIVE TO KEEPER OF THE ROYAL GARDEN. SAVE THE KING'S PALACE."
Joe looked down at the box he still clutched but of which he had not yet seen
the inside. The box was now yellow. Then everything went blurred.

A moment later, Joe found himself in yet another set of surroundings. This time
he was in what seemed like a large garden. The garden was surrounded by a wall
in the shape of a semi-circle with a large mansion-like building, joining the two
ends of the semi-circle together. About a third of the garden was taken up by a
small lake. Joe walked to the edge of the lake and peered into the pale blue
water. Then he stepped back for he had seen the face of a cat reflected in the
lake. On looking up Joe saw the creature, or at least part of it, for the building
blocked the view of the creature which must have stood at least thirty feet high.
It had the appearance of a cat except for its unusual blue colouring and, of
course, its size. Joe had no time to look at the beautiful garden anymore. He
rushed into the house and up a flight of stairs. He heard a voice coming from
one of the rooms that led off from the dark passage way he was now in.
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"Here, here, come quickly." The voice sounded urgent. So Joe, still clutching
the box which was now purple, entered the room that he guessed the voice came
from. Inside the room, which contained only two chairs and a table, Joe saw
a man. He was clothed in a long brown garment which had several holes in it
from wear.

"What is happening here? What's in the box? Why is that cat so large? Why. . . ?"
asked Joe in a muddled rush.

"I'll tell you," replied the man calmly.

"Those creatures in the garden," he pointed through the window, at the end of
the room, down into the garden. There were now two more strange creatures
in the garden, one some sort of golden bird, the other a blue, dog-like creature
about the size of a man.

"Those creatures," the man continued, "have come from another city some
distance away from Caballou. Their city is called Migor and a great famine has
struck there. So the creatures have come to take over the command of Caballou -
by force. They have the strength to destroy our whole city if they wish and we
can do nothing to stop them."

"Nothing," Joe repeated.

"We have received help from Tinkas, the old man of the forest. He foretold the
great famine of Migor and the attack from the Migorians. We have persuaded
him to help us and so he has," said the man looking down at the now pink box
in Joe's hands.

"You mean the box?" asked Joe .
"Yes. Its contents are the only thing that can save the city," replied the man,
solemnly. Joe handed over the box. It had again changed colour and was now
silver. On opening the box there was a brilliant light which hid the actual
contents. The box lid had a short inscription on its underside. It read,

"I have chosen you the gardener because you are a humble man
And along with my messenger you can carry out my plan.
In this box there lies a pole of the metal gold
Which you must grasp with one hand and out the window hold.
Farewell now to both of you and, Joe, especially you
For when you get back home to bed you'll no longer have the flu."

The gardener took the pole out of the box which crumbled away as sand. He
held it high and thrust it out of the window. For a second the picture was as it
had been, the Migorian creatures destroying the palace and its garden and wall.
Then there was a blinding light from the pole.

Joe was sat up in bed. He looked at the alarm clock, it showed nine a.m. His
mother burst into the room.

"What's the matter love? Are you alright?" she cried.

"Yes, yes, I'm okay," he replied, confused and dazed.

"There's °a get well card for you, love," his mother said.

"Oh, I feel alright really, I think the flu has gone," said Joe taking the card from
his mother.

The card was from the King of Caballou.
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Mr Lyon's Library News
The Upper School Library moved into its new accommodation early in the
Autumn term. The stock of the former Grammar School and High School
libraries was amalgamated. What were known for decades as Rooms One and
Two, officially became one room (despite there having been no actual wall
between them for a long time). The Library fills the entire remaining fragment
of the seventeenth century grammar school.

Opinions are sharply divided between those who feel the new library is very
good, those who roundly condemn it as too flashy and a waste of space, and
those who are fervently apathetic. It seems to be the only place in the school
that is finished, and not liable to periodic invasion by carpenters, cement mixers
or little men selling Japanese visual aids. Even so, it is not large enough; at the
most it seats thirty-six readers. Nor is its stock suitable for the comprehensive
school of the future; many thousands of pounds will be required to ensure the
latter. At best it is a senior school library; eventually there will have to be a
middle school library as well.

Running and management is, at the present, of the man and dog variety (Here
boy, nice Jacko!) With constant nagging, the majority of the Sixth Form are
learning how to work quietly without eating, although they still believe that just
having a book out for weeks and weeks on end is the same as reading and
understanding it.

Losses from the library, plus the cumulative loss from the former constituent
libraries, are horrifying. If you have books illicitly retained, no matter how long
ago you pinched them, their return would be appreciated, and a great surprise.
This naturally applies to those who left the school, no matter how long ago, and
staff.

"It's warm, well lit and usually Quiet". These are the opinions of Debbie Cottingham,
Sarah Rodgers and Nicholas O'Sullivan, seen above in part of the new library.
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MRS. KEY'S REVI EW OF THE YEAR
Times change, traditions change, and there is change with every dawning day.
Dramatic has been the change within the new school.

Our most interesting and exciting event of the year was Sports Day, when, on the
only summer's day of the year, we held our first joint event. Continuous activi-
ties, tea on the lawn, and presentation of trophies contribu ted to the success of
the afternoon. I should like to thank members of staff and helpers for their co-
operation on this occasion.

Traditionally, the boys play their usual team matches. However, the approach for
the girls' team has changed. No longer can we play our regular first XI hockey
matches. With the introduction of comprehensive education there is a limited
number of schools to play.

The approach in girls' P.E. is to give as many pupils as possible within the school,
the experience of playing in a school team - playing in a match ~ playing to test
one:s abilities against other schools, playing to win - playing for enjoyment.
Consequently, we have fielded many different teams.

Our major teams are U.12 and UI4 Netball, and U.14 and U.16 Hockey. These
are common to most local schools and have more regular fixtures. However,
with the difficulty in staffing girls' games, teams do have to take their turns in
playing.

Our fixture programme has veered towards the Scunthorpe Schools where we are
able to take advantage of tournaments and cheaper travel. This is the first year
that our U.12 and U.14 Netball teams and U.14 and U.16 hockey teams have
taken part in the knock-out tournaments.

We have had keen participation in after school activities. Netball, hockey, Gym
Club, cross-country running, and trampolining, to name but a few.

It is very encouraging to have enthusiastic members of staff who are prepared to
run after-school activities in a sport which they personally enjoy and in which
they have special qualifications. We have had a wide range of sporting trips and
excursions.

Being in a state of change has caused disruption, and a reduction in facilities.
Our changing rooms have been non-existent - our gymnasiums out-of-bounds -
our pitches have become slippery pathways from site to site. Consequently we
look forward to the future which means further change.
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Netball
UNDER 14

The third year netball season this year has been full of activity and more success-
ful than most.

The seven players are:
J. Taylor,J. Collingham,J. Smith, C. Ahoft,J. Price, S. Murphy,J. Fisher.

We have turned out many times during lunch hours to tryout new tactics and
passes, in order to improve our game.

We were entered in the Scunthorpe Knock-Out tournament and managed to reach
the quarter finals before losing to St. Bedes.

Over 10 schools have been challenged by our team during the year, matches
being played on Saturday mornings or after school.

Whether we won or lost we still enjoyed the games and always look forward to
the next match.

We would like to thank Jackie Smith's mother for her support and Mrs. Key for
the time she has put in with us.

J. Price

UNDER 12

Netball is a game played in the Autumn and Winter months. The team has seven
players which consists of; centre, goal attack, goal shooter, wing attack, wing
defence, goal defence and goal keeper.

So far this season we have played games with teams from other schools. We
haven't lost many, but we lost one which meant we were out of the Knockout
Cup.

We have also played house matches, from which the house Eccles are the best so
far. To play netball you have to be quite fit and we have to do a lot of practising.
Some of the basic skills are: good footwork, good catching, dodging, marking
intercepting, throwing and shooting.

Our first year players are;
Diane Wells, Fiona Horstead,jane Heath, Sharon Bradl~y, Clare Jacklin, Susanna
Harding, Rebecca Buckley.

Diane Wells (Captain)

Gym Club
The first year girls have taken an excellent interest in the Gym club and have
achieved some good results. The members range from first formers to fifth
formers, although it consists mainly of lower school pupils.

It is held on Wednesday evenings from 3.40 to 5.00 and newcomers are always
welcomed.

Mrs. Key runs the club and is always there if anyone requires any help.

Our activities range from floor work to apparatus work. Since we have a small
crash mat we have been able to try more daring agilities - back flips and somer-
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saults are now routine to some people. We do a variety of vaults on the box and
Mrs. Key is always ready to 'catch' us.

I am sure everyone who belongs to the Gym club enjoys themselves.

Caroline Altoft, Third Year

The Sailing Club
When Mrs. Jefferson joined the School in September 1975 one of the tasks she
undertook was the revival of the School Sailing Club.

In the winter of 1975-76 the School joined the Cadney Sailing Club where,
during the summer months, we sail on the reservoir. The School's two dinghies
were salvaged and made ship-shape for the ensuing season when the real business
of sailing began.

We were kept busy throughout the winter of 1976-77 on major renovations to
the dinghies. The difficult conditions faced by members working on the dinghies
sorted out those who showed a real interest in the Club and those only there for
the fun.

The life-jackets bought for the Club by the School have been well tested in the
mishaps suffered by the undaunted crews - including the day Mrs. Jefferson
was becalmed when her dinghy's mast collapsed; when the jetty, for want of a
better word, 'sank'; when last year's Fifth Form took a post-examination
celebration swim; and Craig Farman's wrangle with a water-skier on the
reservo ir.

Next season we look forward to an even more exciting time in the Club with the
acquisition of another dinghy and the possibility of some racing for the more
experienced crews.

Finally, I must convey the thanks of the Club Members to Mrs. Jefferson and
Mr. Adams for their continued support and much appreciated help with transport,
without which the Club would come to an abrupt end.

Peter Tucker
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MR. RIVRON'S REVIEW OF THE YEAR
It is most pleasing to report that pupils from the Sir John Nelthorpe School have
continued to display a high standard of ability and sportsmanship throughou t
the current school year. Whether it be on an inter school basis or within our own
timetable of activities, boys from this school have demonstrated that whilst
winning is important, it is in the actual competing and participation that the true
rewards lie.

The departure of Mr. Burton, to a new school in Bedfordshire, is something that
both pupils and members of staff alike will view with a sense of loss. There can
be few people in the school who have not been affected in some way by his
dedication and hard work and I'm sure that I speak for everyone when wishing
him and his wife the very best in their new environment.

The Physical Education Department has been fortunate in securing the services
of Mr. A. Gibbons, a former pupil of the school. His enthusiasm and willingness
to help are most apparent and his work much appreciated.

I would like to take this opportunity of thanking all members of staff who have
given their valuable time and effort during the year. Thanks also must go to those
boys who have participated at all levels often at considerable personal expense.

Those who have been around the school will have noticed the large scale re-
organisation of the gymnasium area. This has caused a number of problems and
whilst the new showers and changing facilities are eagerly awaited, patience is an
obvious pre-requisite. As well as the weekly soccer, hockey and badminton fix-
tures, the school has participated in a number of activities further afield. Good
performances have been recorded in the Lincolnshire School's Swimming
Championship at Cranwell, and the Scunthorpe and District Cross Country
Championships at Quibell Park. Boys from this school have also been prominent
in district representative sides in most age groups.

Perhaps the most pleasing aspect of Inter-School games is how often our teams
are congratulated on their performance, both in ability and attitude, from oppos-
ing members of staff. This is a reflection that we are at least on the right lines.

Cricket

UNDER 12

The first year Cricket team played reasonably well but only won once. We won
our first match convincingly after a shaky start. It was against the Vale of
Ancholme. Our next three matches were against the Second Years, De Aston and
Louth. All these we lost. On the whole I would say it was a bad season for our
team and our manager, Mr. Rivron.

Robert Milroy, who opened the bowling in most matches, collected a good
number of wickets. Andrew Stothard scored many runs when they were needed
desperately. Paul Yelland also batted well and stayed in for a long time, as did
Crowther. Martin WiIIerton also had a good eye for the ball and proved this on
occasions.

Robert Sumpter (Captain)
UNDER 13

After an indifferent start to the season, by the end of the Summer term we felt
we could claim to be a well organised team capable of taking on any school this
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summer and, hopefully, beating them. Out of the eleven matches we played, we
only lost four, and they were to the Third Years, Lincoln Wintringham and
Brumby. Brumby was a semi-final Cup match which we should have won. This
was certainly our worst match. Our Team Manager and Umpire, Mr. Levitt, never
missed a match. There is a good, friendly atmosphere in the team. At the start,
of the season Mr. Levitt had far more confidence in us than we had in ourselves.
After experimenting with bowlers, batsmen and team positions, we feel we now
know where we all stand, and have confidence. If only Scotty and Church were
a little taller! We are all looking forward to the coming season, and hopefully,
some fine weather.

David Watson (Captain)

UNDER 14

In the local Scunthorpe District Cup we beat Foxhills. The outstanding players
in this match were Page, who took three wickets, and Jacklin, who took two. We
faced Winterton in the next round at home. We made a fine start and took some
cheap wickets. They made a score of about fifty. We had a fine start but the
batting fell towards the middle. We needed one run off the last ball when Dunn
faced, hit it, ran and was out. We faced them again in a replay but lost miserably.

We were entered into the Lord Taverner's Trophy. In order to play at Lords, in
the final, we had to beat all who entered in South Humberside, next play the
winner of North Humberside, who would then play against other counties. Our
first match was against the Vale of Ancholme with outstanding play from Marlow,
Clough and myself. The next match was against Thomas Sumpter who were far
better than us. We lost easily. Most of our other matches we won.

Andrew Longden (Captain)

UNDER 15

After a bad start things could have only got better. We lost to a very strong Vale
of Ancholme XI by 10 wickets. Mr. Burton decided we were short of practice
and would need to improve before our next match at Wintringham. Although
we played well we were on the verge of winning when cricket's "friend", rain,
came and ruined our chances. Next came one cancellation after another until it
was decided we could have a re-match with the Vale of Ancholme in which there
was a great team effort. The dispute as to whether we won, or the match was
drawn, will go on for ever.

By far our most entertaining game was against the third year. They batted first
and took from one o'clock until just after three o'clock to score 76 runs. So we
had to bat and, wanting to finish before the end of school, only half an hour was
given us to get the runs which, with the help of some tremendous hits from
Lewis Blight (26 not out) and a steady innings from Mark Purver (26 not out) we
accomplished it. We won by six wickets. 1 should like to thank Mr. Burton and
everyone who played in the team.

Bill Eaton (Captain)

Basketball
UNDER 16

The team has the potential to do better than their results show. If they start to
play the ball about and their shooting improves, they could become a major force
in the League. I would like to thank Mr. Gibbons for his advice and training tips.
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The team consists of Shreeve, Carotti, Pigott, Terry, P. and Podmore. The team
spirit is still very high and hopefully, our results will improve before the end of
the season.

Peter Shreeve, (Captain)

UNDER 15

"A great improvement" was one comment from a member of the team. We have
played two competitive matches so far and have lost only one, an improvement
on last year when we lost six out of a possible seven.

We lost our first match against the team we have most played against, St. Bede's,
but did not field a strong team due to the absence of some of our best players.

The next game was a cup game against Brumby who beat us last year 10~8.
Revenge was sweet we won 14-16.

Our only other game was a friendly against the U16 team. We played for only
half the time and lost narrowly by a basket.

The comment from our Coach, Mr. Rivron, to whom a lot of credit goes, when
talking about the score-sheet of the Brumby match, sums it up, "I think I'll
frame this".

J. S. Phipps (Captain)

SIXTH FORM/STAFF TEAM

Up to the time of going to press we have only been defeated once. This happened
because we all had an 'off' night together. The team consists of three sixth
formers (Vince Coultan, Jim Harris and Tim Phipps) and three staff (Mr. Rivron,
Mr. Gibbons and Mlle. Bonnefoy) plus Phil 'Magic' Cowper.

The tactic, of playing Mlle. Bonnefoy, seems to be paying dividends; half the
opposition cannot take their eyes off her (we wear blinkers!) and the other half
are too busy committing personal fouls.

Vince is playing very well but often is carried away and has his head in the clouds.
He is adjusting to the conditions in the gym but still occasionally bangs his head
on the beams. Jim has also played extremely well, but must remember that
tackles made by a centre-half are not appreciated by basketball opposition.

Mr. R. M. Rivron, B.Ed.(Honours) makes up for his lack of inches by his amazing
agility and all round mobility. The team congratulates him on his basket, may it
be the first of many.

Tim has come to our aid when we have had only four or five players, and has
shown both promise and ability in the games he has played.

Phil 'Magic' Cowper (to whom we are eternally indebted for our 'magic' kits)
has turned in many 'magic' performances. In some of these he remained vertical
for more than twenty seconds. There is no doubt that his obvious size and
strength is a constant worry to the opposition and the scorers, scorer's table, both
clocks, umpires, team mates and gym wall. Magic. . . . . ?

A. R. Gibbons

Mr. Gibbons has proved to be a prolific points scorer and his obvious ability and
enthusiasm is greatly appreciated. As well as being the 'daddy' of the team (old
enough to be Vince's dad) he is also a purveyor of terrible Irish jokes and seems
to have a good nose for pleasant hostelries after the games.

R. M. Rivron
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Hockey
UNDER 16

This season our team have stuck together and can safely say we are at last begin-
ning to improve.

We started the season with a tournament at Winterton. We played six matches
and only lost one, that does not mean to say we won any, in fact we drew all the
other five. This wasn't too bad considering that we played in a dreadful thunder-
storm. Also this year we have played Caistor where, only through pure "skill",
we won 7-1. Unfortunately, we lost our first cup match, 2-1 to Riddings. This
we thought we had won or drawn even, until what seemed to us a perfect goal
was disallowed. However as usual we won our local derby with Vale of
Ancholme, 7-0. This match being the one we look forward to all season.

At the moment we are in the process of fund raising efforts to buy new shirts, a
luxury we have never enjoyed.

We are now looking forward to as many more matches as possible.

Badminton
Results of School matches played last season, but after publication of the last
Briggensian:

Feb 5th Lincoln C. A
Mar 12th Louth A

nnalrecord: 1st team:
2nd team:

Won 7-2
Lost 3-6

Won 9 Lost 3
Lost 2

Drawn I

In the County Championships we have already recorded the successes of Billy
Mead and Philip Bones in the Under-12 Championships. Since last year's maga-
zine, Ian Agnew has won the Under-14 trophy. . . and he beat Jon Gaunt in the
final! Gaunt meanwhile won the UI4 Mixed Doubles Championship. In the
Under-18 Peter Agnew performed the extraordinary feat of reaching the Final in
all three events - boys' singles, boys' doubles and mixed doubles, but sadly was
pipped at the post in all three. His outstanding ability was, however, recognised
by the county and he played for the Senior County Men's Third Team in all its
matches, and of the Senior Second Team once as well.

Peter Agnew is also in the County Junior Under-18 squad, and Ian Agnew and
Jon Gaunt are in the Under-I 6 squad.

Stephen Traviss, the finest of a long line of admirable Club Captains, duly left us
at the end of last season with Full Colours as well as his string of County honours.
He will be missed.

The results for the 1977-8 season have again been quite successful, the team
having won all but one match through the efforts ofM. Pygott (captain), P. Agnew,
M. Hebblewhite,J. Gaunt, P. Terry, M. Hilton, G. France, J. O'Neill and T. Higgins.
The Club itself seems to be in a very healthy state at present, with sound finances.

It is an encouraging sign that quite a number of boys are staying after school on
Monday evenings for the club night. We have, this season, welcomed some of the
Fifth year girls to the club night, and this term we have been fortunate to obtain
the services of Miss Ellen Borril!, a player of high standing in the County, to assist
with the coaching after school on Mondays and also in the Fourth Year Games.

Andrew Booth
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Tennis
Despite the poor weather and infrequent matches, the tennis players seemed to
have a very enjoyable season. We again, as over the last six or seven years, have
had the use of the Lower School site courts.

Due to the help of Messrs Kirk (the county professional coach), Page (running the
Green Shield coaching scheme) and Atkin; the standard of tennis in the school
has been raised over the last half dozen years to a par with that of other schools
in the county despite originally having no courts of our own. This season the
scores in the matches - of which there were only three because of the wet
weather - have been very close and a bright future is looked forward to due to
the fact that last year's team will remain virtually intact.

Mr. Page is again organising a coaching scheme (the Lawn Tennis Association
Prudential Insurance Coaching) and prospective players are very welcome to join
this scheme and indeed come along to all school practices. Note that Prudential
coaching is limited in numbers and first come first served.

The results of the matches were as follows:

Louth (home)
De Aston (home)
Lincoln City (home)

3-6 Lost
4-5 Lost
3-6 Lost

P. Gillard (Captain)

Soccer
1st XI

We have had an interesting season so far, containing mixed success. With only one
regular player left from last year's exceptional team, it was a young and inexperi-
enced squad that Mr. Hastings enthusiastically assembled in September. But, due
mainly to his efforts, our skill and tactics have improved and team spirit is high.
Notable success at Louth and home to Clee have helped build and blend our side,
with a tough defence, strong mid-field and Brian Cook consistently finding the
back of the net up front. I can only look forward to a bright future. Whatever
the outcome, the whole team and its manager certainly enjoy their football.

Result Captain's Notes
F-A

Caistor 0-3 Disorganised, early season blues.
Louth 4-3 Excellent effort, 4 goals for Brian Cook.
Clee 1-4 F our unfortunate errors in a scrappy game.
Boston 0-5 Hammered, by strong opposition.
Barton 2-1 Goalkeeper Graham Townell saving well.
Sleaford 1-5 Not as one sided as scoreline suggests.
Skegness 2-2 Good team effort, unlucky not to win.
J. Leggot 0-6 Fine spirit, but outclassed.
Christs 2-3 Sunk by two goals in last ten mins.
Lincoln C. 2-4 We missed easy chances.
Dc Aston 0-2 Under strength team put up good fight.
Clee 2-1 Magnificent performance, sweet revenge.
Old Boys 2-1 Excellent, if lucky end to the season.

Highest Scorer Brian Cook (14)

Opponents

J. A. Harris (Captain)
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Sincere thanks to all those who played in the First XI this year. What a pleasure
it has been to see the team always determined to do well; always helping each
other on the field; always prepared to listen and learn; always a smile on or off
the field whether they are winning or losing. To all those leaving us at the end of
the year, many thanks and best wishes to you all.

J. Hastings

SECOND XI

After some rather indifferent years the present second XI are showing more
confidence and are providing some entertaining football. To date twelve matches
have been played of which eight were wins, two draws, and two defeats ~ these
were by Clee School, who, to my knowledge have not yet been defeated this
season. A total of forty five goals have been scored. This includes a very fine
6-0 win over Lincoln City School, followed by a 6-1 win over de Aston. Bunyan
scored five of these goals which he then followed by scoring five goals again in
our 9-1 win over Barton. Needless to say, Bunyan is our top scorer with seven-
teen goals. Other high scorers are Milson with 13 goals and Watts with six goals.

After early season team changes with Crew and Booth being promoted to the
First XI, the present team has settled down and played well together with good
all round performances by all members. If the team keep up their present stan-
dard of play for the remaining matches, the second XI will have achieved their
most successful season for many years. Mr. Stone has been of great help to us.

Stephen Taylor (Captain)

UNDER 15

Although the team has not had too many victories so far this season, it has been
handicapped by losing the services of Marlow, Havard and Longden to the first
and second eleven. On the occasion when this trio do play for us we have a good
result. Out of the seven games played we have won three and lost four; three of
our defeats being by just one goal. The team has played very well but special
mention must be given to Foreman, who seems to have a 'Midas touch' in front
of goal. Agnew has played well in goal since my decision to play in midfield. The
full backs, Bones and Dunn, always play soundly, as do the centre backs,
Mikkonen and Longden. I would like to thank Mr. Gibbons for the help he has
given us and also the squad, who always try their hardest. I am sure we will have
a successful end to the season.

Chris Clough (Captain)

UNDER 14

Looking back over the season so far, there are only three occasions when the team
has been at full strength. This is mainly due to injuries and also to the fact that
Wade, Newman, Stothard and Bunyan have often had to play for the Scunthorpe
District team on the same day as school matches.

We started off the season by defeating High Ridge easily in 7 -1, which gave us
much confidence. A few day's later we found Caister, as usual, no problem,
winning easily and playing some good football in the second half.

After going down 6-2 to Clee, with only a half fit side, we played only one more
game at full strength. All other fixtures have been played with weakened sides.
Despite this, there has been constant good play from Reaney at left back; Heath
playing at sweeper; Stevens in midfield and Scott up front.
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At the time of writing this report we have drawn our first Cup match against
Riddings. After reaching the final last year, only to be beaten by Frederick
Gough, we are confident we can go one better this time. Finally, on behalf of
the team, I would like to thank Mr. Rivron for the time he has put into coaching
us and refereeing our games.

Steven Wade (Captain)

UNDER 13

The second year team got off to another dull start to the season by losing 2-5
to High Ridge. We then put it together against Caistor, and, with Angus and
Stothard combining well, we managed to scrape home by 3-2. We then failed
again by losing 3-0 away to Louth.

The long journey to Boston must have affected our playing, because we went
down 5-1.

The next match was against Fred Gough. After conceding three goals in the first
half we fought back strongly to clinch a 3-3 draw.

Next we had another long journey and an early start to Skegness. We took the
lead very early through Gientworth, but just clinched it by a last minute winner
from Angus. Our last match was just down the road at Vale of Ancholme. Again
we got off to a flying start through Glentworth and Yelland. Then we finally
wrapped it up in the second half when Jackson scored two more. This put the
result beyond doubt.

M. Willerton (Captain)

UNDER 12

So far the under 12 team has had a mixed season. We started off with a home
game against Barton, which we won 9-10. In the following games, however, we
didn't have quite the same success.

After Barton we played Clee away from home. We lost this game by the small
margin of 3-2.

Shortly after, we were knocked out fairly easily in the first round of the cup by
Axholme School.

In the rest of the games the team has played well and has tried hard, having put
in a great deal of effort, but results have gone against us usually by the odd goal.

I would like to thank Mr. Walker and Mr. Gibbons for their help.

John Wade (Captain)

Valete
A list of all boys and girls who have left our school since the end of the 1977
Summer term with an indiction of where they have gone and what they are
doing.

BOYS

Name
Bain, D.J. C.
Ball, A. M.
Barber, A.
Barnes, K. F.
Bradley, M.

Reason for Leaving
John Leggot
App. Electrician Br. Steel
Farming - Bishop Norton
Not known
Further Education
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Name
Bratton, J. H.
Brears, H. M.
Burns, G. M.
Carr, D. B.
Clark, R. B.
Clements, E.
Clough, P. A.
Cochrane, M. A.
Coggon, N.
Cook, J. S.
Cook, R. A.
Cropper, A. C.
Daubney, R. J.
Davison, M.
Dejardin, A. N.
Docherty, A.
Dyson, A. M.
Eccles, A. J.
Ellis, R.
Everett, M. J.
Foster, P. C.
Gyte,J. N.
Gyte, P.
Hampshire, S.
Hardie, S.

Kitchen, R. S.
Ladlow, L. C.
Lalgee, H. A.
Lancaster, M.
Leaning, M. V.
Lee, J. C.
Llewellyn, M. V.

Reason for Leaving
To go to University
University, Business Studies
Not known
University Civil Engineering
Not known
Correspondance courses in Sociology/RE
Clerical App. Br. Steel
Junior Entrant Royal Marines
Farming
Not known
Food Science Leeds
North Lindsey Tech.
British Rail Signals & Telecomm.
Chicken Farm, Redbourne
Not known
Joined father in Leeds
Working for Macalpine
Applied Biology Liverpool Polytechnic
Junior Craftsman R.E.M.E.
University of Warwick
Change of School
Sugar Factory
App. Draughtsman Br. Steel
Family moved to Scotland
Loughborough University, Computer
Science
App.Joiner V.E.B.
Not known
Farming
Not known
John Lcggott
Change of School
John Leggott
Hatfield Polytechnic, Mechanical
Engineering
Trent Polytechnic, Business Studies B.A.
App. Mech. Br. Sugar Corp
Not known
Applying for jobs
Not known
Farming
Hull College of Higher Education,
Accountancy
To go to school in Germany
Grimsby Tech. College
Steel works
Not known
Sugar factory
Steel works
Not known
Not known
Working: Polytechnic Course, Business
Studies next year

Harrison, N. W.
Holmes, M. J.
Hubbard, N. J.
Huxford, P. A.
Ibbotson, J. P.
Ibbotson, M. J. P.
Johnson, C. L.
Kent, D. R.

Mann, Craig
Marriott, I. R.
Marriss, N.
Maycock, P. G.
Moore, S. R.
Murphy, M. D.
~eish, M. S.
Noble,J.J.
Nutbrown, D. L.
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Name
Padley, S. R.
Parker, R. A.
Parsons, J. F.
Peatfield, M. A.
Pickerden, M.
Pierce, C. R.
Portess, A. R.
Precious, P. N.
Randell, N. S.
Reed, C. B.
Robinson, I. S.
Sambrook, F. X.
Sambrook, M. G.
Scanlon, M.
Scott, D. G.
Seed, D. J.
Stephen, F. C.
Stocks, D. S.
Sweeney, E.
Thomas, N. R.
Thorpe, B. H.
Tobitt, P. J.
Traviss, S. M.
Wagstaffe, G.
Wainwright, G. P.
Watson, J. M.
Whytock, W. G.
Wilkinson, P.
Yates, P. S.
Young, A..T.

Reason for Leaving
Banking?
Farming, Stainton Ie Vale
Grimsby Tech.
Grimsby Tech.
Left area
Dentistry, Liverpool
Royal Navy
Not known
Not known
John Leggott
Post Office?
Hopes to join Army
Not known
Leeds University
Leeds - English
Maths - Notts. University
Family moved to Scotland
Cherry Valley
App. Electrician, Br. Steel
John Leggott
Newcastle University, French/German
Family moved to Sleaford
Not known
Sugar Factory (N.L.T.C. part time)
Not known
Not known
Hatfield Polytechnic Civil Engineer.
Apprentice Br. Steel
Not known
Not known

GIRLS

Name
Barker, Catherine M.
Bemrose, AnitaJ.
Birch, Deanne L.
Brocklesby, Christine
Burdass, Sally A.
Burton, Marina G. J.
Clark, Irene L.
Claxton, Louise
Corner, Linda J.
Cuthbert, Anne
Dent, Julie Ann
Dixon, Ruth Gay
Donald, Stephanie J.
Doyle, Susan E.
Firth, Helen
Fleming, Melanie J.
Ford, Janet
Gibbs, Karen
Gray, Vanessa
Griffin, Vivienne H.

Reason for Leaving
Peacock & Binnington Accounts
Not known
John Leggott College
Huddersfield Poly
Local employ
North Lindsey Tech.
John Leggott College
Not known
Curry's, Brigg. College in Sept.
Seeking employment
Leeds University
Employment at Sargeants
Stamford High School
Sheffield Poly
W olverhampton Poly
John Leggott College
Not known - family left area
Grimsby Tech.
Grimsby Tech.
re-taking "A" levels
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Hainsworth, Susan
Hastings, Joy
Hopper, Julie A.
Horvath, Yvonne A.
Instone, Sally A.
Jackson, Christine M.
Jackson, Linda C.
Jarratt, Deborah O. M.
Lambert, AndreaJ.
Lawson, Julie
Lingard, Yvonne R.
Lisoweckyj, Angela M.
Lofas, Victoria A..1.
McCourt, Carmel T.
Mann, Karen J.
Mann, NicolaJ.
Mumby, Karen
Norris, Susan J.
Owen, Gwyneth
Padley, Patricia A.
Pa yne, Lorna
Peart, Janet
Perry, Fay N.
Phillips, Melanie D.
Price, Melanie
Ratten, Christine
Reynolds, Lynne F.
Robinson, Jill N.
Robinson, Sally A.
Robinson, Susan
Rouse, Brenda M.
Scott, Elaine A.
Shaw, SusanJ.
Sheedy, Helen
Tasker, Michele G.
Taylor, Louise
Tear, Margaret C.
Thompson, Karen
Timms, Lina
Tobitt, Christine M.
Tobitt, Linda Jean
Weaver, Tamil'
Whitwell, Gillian
Wilkins, Carolyn J.
Wood, Helen L.
Wood, Josephine
Wray, Janet

Central Library Scunthorpe prior to training
John Leggott re-taking "A" levels
College of Drama
Left district
John Leggott College
Grimsby Technical College
Westminster Bank
John Leggott
Technical College
Huddersfield Poly
Scunthorpe Tech.
Sheffield Poly
Hull ColI. of Higher Education
Manchester Poly
Family left area
Family left area
John Leggott College
Steel Works
Medical College
British Steel
Chemist Shop (father's)
Grimsby Tech. College
Nursing
Queen Mary College
Medway College
British Steel
Lab. Technician, Scunthorpe Hospital
Ilkley College of Education
Seeking employment
North Lindsey Tech.
Civil Service
Hammond Stage School
employed locally
Married
re-taking "A" levels
seeking employment
Sheffield Poly
Vale of Ancholme School
John Leggott
Family moved to Boston
Family moved to Boston
Famfly returned to U.S.A.
Midland Bank
Not known
re-taking "A" levels
Laboratory work
Sheffield Poly

Old Briggensian Notes
Mike Bulmer (74-76) has written from Hull University where he is enjoying a
Language course. Jeremy Bowker (71-76) is likewise enjoying Psychology at
York University where he is also Chairman of the Psychology Society and recently
acted in one of its productions. Robert Hunt (66-73) has an HNC in Metallurgy
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from the Technical College and is now on a degree course at Sheffield Polytechnic.
Tom Noble (68-74) who married Mary Sambrook (71-76) is in the final stages
of his medical course at Sheffield and has had charge of a ward. Paul Reilly
(65-69 and 70-72) has graduated in Languages from Oxford and is now in
Teaching Practice at Foxhills School. Simon Turner (71-73) is in his final year
at Cambridge and is currently President of the Students Union.

We also congratulate Trevor Wood (66-73) on a first in German at Nottingham
University and Brian Pearson (64-71) on a post on the staff at Nottingham
following the award of a Ph.D.

Peter Mitchell (65-72) will by now, we hope, have the post he is seeking in the
Anglian Water Authority following his degree. Peter Laurence (64-71) following
a History degree at Warwick spent two years teaching English in Finland and is
now back at the Birmingham College of Education. Adrian Gibbons (62-70) has
started his teaching career at the Sir John Nelthorpe School.

There are two weddings to report. Miles Buttrick (64-71) at Peterborough in
September, with his contemporary Alister Ramsay among those present. Bill Davey
(68-73) married a daughter of Frank Arden (26-31) at Kirton Lindsey inJuly.

John Graveling (55-63) lives at Ascot and is a Senior Buyer for the British Steel
Corporation. Michael (58-63) his younger brother, is teaching in Scunthorpe.
Philip Day (63-69), a lawyer in practice at Barton, has succeeded T. R. D. O'Neill
(36-45) as Clerk to the Governors.

The following items come via "our correspondent at the Angel on Christmas Eve".
Michael Cosser (61-68) is working in Social Services in Evesham. Alan Vickers
(62-69) is giving up teaching to develop a sports clothing department with
Kangol. Stephen Fell (64-71) is running a farm in Limoges. David Nixon
(61-67) is home from copper-mining in Zambia. David Horsley (62-69) who
married Isobel Morris (62-69) is teaching at Gresham's School, Holt. Neville
Miller (61-68) is still with Marconi and is with a team constructing a radio
telescope in Wales. Trevor Faulkner (61-68) has given up ajob in industry
following his degree in Chemistry and has now taken over the family decorating
business. Ian Wild (63-70) is on leave from Canada prior to return to Hong
Kong in the Shanghai and Hong Kong Bank.

The following items are via Christopher Gibbons (57-64) who is a Planning
Officer with the South Yorkshire County Council. Dave Brewer (57-65) is still
in the Coal Board and at present is an accountant at Bolsover. Mike Beardmore
(57 -65) remains in practice as a doctor in Sheffield. Richard Shepherd (56-64),
another doctor, is Registrar in a Portsmouth hospital. Phil Pedley (57-64) is a
metallurgist with British Oxygen in Leeds and Howard Paynter (60-64) is still
schoolmastering in Retford.

Finally some news of older generations. Firstly we regret to hear of the deaths of
J. C. Hill (28-33) and of Mrs. Maud Clark (nee Middleton) aged 87 and one of
the few "old girls" of Brigg Grammar School. The Dobson brothers have been
noted on elsewhere as also "Thummy" but not that the latter was invited to
dinner on Christmas Day by the Bishop of Chichester, Eric Kemp (24-33).

A welcome visitor to the school during the year was Mr. E. F. Brown (09-13)
who retired many years ago from being a metallurgist. He recalled the "beating"
regime of Mr. Higgins and being punished himself by Mr. Bryant for carving his
name high up on the San. (now canteen) wall in the company of Ralph Addison
(10-13) nephew of the politician Lord Addison.

May I thank those who have written, those who have called and those who have
contributed. Apologies to any not mentioned, particularly visitors: it is not
always easy to make a timely note. H. B. Williams



THE MIDLAND'S
rno~(]ffiF

BIG BUSINESS

MINING TRAINING SCHEME.
Age at entry: 18. Training 6 months.
Provides basic training for skilled mining
jobs with the chance of coal face training
at about aga 18.

MINING CRAFT APPRENTICESHIPS.
Age at entry: 16.18. Training 2% years.
Basic mining training with greater
emphasis on engineering, coat face
training at 18 completes the
apprenticeship. Further experience and
training aims to increase technical and
man.management skills leading to posts
as Colliery Officials at 22.

ENGINEERING CRAFT
APPRENTICESHIPS.
Age at antry: 16-17 years.
Training for Fitters, Electricians and
other engineering craftsmen needed at
Collieries and Workshops. Fully
qualified craftsmen become eligible for
promotion to supervisory posts.

Other opportunities for ENGINEERING
SCHOLARSHIPS. MINING
SURVEYING, CLERICAL &
ADMINISTRATIVE. SCIENTIFIC,
ENGINEERING DRAUGHTSMEN.

NATIONAL COAL BOARD
For further information apply to

Head of Manpower North Notts Area,Edwinstowe Nr. Mansfield

COAL
THE SUPREME CAPITAL ASSET OF THE COUNTY!
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The Grand-daddy of them all

The New

GRANADA GHIA

For Old Boys - New Boys

And all the family

CALL AND SEE

AT

SMITH PARKINSON OF BRIGG
Market Place and Grammar School Road

Telephone 52396, 52808

FOR ALL YOUR MOTORING REQUIREMENTS
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THE SCHOOl OUTfITTERS
CLOTHIERS

Extensive Stocks of:

SUITS, RAINCOATS AND OVERCOATS,
SHIRTS, SPORTS OUTFITS, ETC., ETC.,

THE COMPLETE SCHOOL UNIFORM
SCHOOL WALL PLAQUE
OLD BRIGGENSIAN TIES, BLAZERS
AND BADGES

SHAW'S (OUTFITTERS) LTD.

Outfitters to father and son

13 MARKET PLACE
BRIGG

Telephone: Brigg 52274
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PDIL DUDDIS
Newsagents etc

CARDS MAGAZINES

COMICS

PAPERBACKS BOOKS

11a Grammar School Road

Brigg
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Spencer Molloy, Ltd.
Directors: L. Huxford (Managing), Mrs. K. G. Huxford.

R. D. Huxford, M. Huxford

Radio, Television, Audio and Hi-Fi Engineers

CARY LANE, BRIGG
TEL. 2144.

Also at
37-39 HIGH ST., BARTON-ON-HUMBER

PHONE 32389

Bush
Philips

Agents for:

K.B. Murphy
Decca Skantic
Sharp

RENT YOUR BLACK AND WHITE OR COLOUR T.V.

HIGH QUALITY DOMESTIC
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

ALL YOUR Favourite
Records in Stock
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Cut Glass
Silver Plate

Wedgwood, Spode,
Denby and Colclough

Pottery

Limited Editions,
Plates, mugs.

Woolliams &: q!pte
~peciali5t5 in 3Reproburtion jfurniture

Scunthorpe Branch-Eyreloom Furnishings, Mary Street. Phone: 61207

20 Market Place, Brigg, Lincs.

Phone: Brigg52358

WRAWBY STREET, BRIGG. TELEPHONE:53666
also at Barton-on-Humbel; Grimsby and Louth

AUCTIONEERS ESTATE AGENTS VALUERS SURVEYORS

SOUTH HUMBERSIDE AND NORTH LINCOLNSHIRE

Our Residential and Commercial Property Department can advise you on your local
property requirements.

AGENTS FOR LEEDS PERMANENT, WOOLWICH EQUITABLE
AND NORWICH BUILDING SOCIETIES

Our old established Agricultural Department are expert in the sale and purchase of
farms, estates, live and dead stock, capital transfer and development gains tax.

BRIGG CATTLE MARK.ET AUCTIONEERS
Fatstock Tuesday - Store Stock Thursday

Member Firm of Louth Cattle Market Auctioneers

Sales by Auction and Private Treaty arranged for all classes of Property. Valuations
for Sale, Purchase, Lease, Mortgage, Taxation, Compensation, Insurance and Probate.

VALUATIONS AND REGULAR AUCTION SALES OF ANTIQUE
FURNITURE
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w. A. SASS, Ltd.
Motor Engineers, Monument Works,

BRIGG
for

Austin, Morris, Rover
Triumph and M.G.

UNIPART CENTRE
SALES - SPARES - SERVICE

Phone: Brigg 52066/7

for

Clothing and Equipment for:

SPORTS - CAMPING
CARAVANNING - CLIMBING - SKIING

CANOEING - WALKING - SUB AQUA

HIRE for SUMMER AND WINTER HOLIDA YS

47, WRAWBY STREET, BRIGG. TEL: 55442

THE QUARRY, GRANTHAM RD., WADDINGTON, LINCOLN. 0522 720792
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